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Our intended itinerary: 

A return trip from Lakes Entrance in Victoria, along the NSW coast to Port Macquarie, 

then across the Tasman Sea to Lord Howe Island. 
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Friday 5/12/14 – On board

ur 2014/15 cruising holiday begins today, 

but we won’t be going anywhere for a 

few days: rain, SE wind on the nose.  It is 

just as well, as we both feel wrecked and could not 

face a hard overnighter to get out of the Lakes and 

‘around the corner’. 

Plus there is the small matter of the mess to clean 

up… the work on the boat just finished the night 

before.  Wade and our friend Paul Dow from the 

catamaran Skellum had a marathon of a job 

putting up the wind 

generator.  Special 

brackets and bracing had 

to be made from stainless 

steel at the shipyard and 

were not ready until 

Wednesday afternoon.  

The boys worked on the 

fitting, wiring and 

installation till one o’clock 

in the morning, and then 

drove home exhausted.  It 

was 4.15am when Wade 

slipped into bed back in 

Brunswick.   

Tim our shipwright 

manages to finish our new 

cupboard under the hot 

water service and fits the 

door.  It will need more 

sanding and varnishing, 

but we can do this later. 

As for me, the interstate 

travel finished the week 

before, with the mad rush 

in the first week of 

December to tidy 

everything up ready for a 

two months’ absence.  My 

neck and shoulders were 

screaming “enough”, and 

the physio was shaking 

her head in despair as she 

was pounding my aching 

muscles into submission.  “You could play a string 

quartet on that shoulder of yours!” 

So, the tidy up job to make our boatie liveable 

begins: food, clothes, toys… so much stuff… there 

goes the water line.  Actually it is not too bad.  

Most of the gear got put away and we collapsed 

into bed before 9pm.  It was not even dark! 
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6/12/14 

hunder, rain, wind… We feel vindicated in 

having spent a fortune on the wind turbine.  

Ampy is doing a great job topping up our 

batteries.  God knows the solar panels won’t be 

producing any power today!  We are happy with 

the wind mill.  It is quiet, just a low whistle as it 

wizzes around and the regulator tells us it is doing 

its job.  

 The next task is to install the hocus pocus chimney 

sweep thing called a “Lightning Master”.  Wade 

gives me the ‘destructions’ to read.  “The Lightning 

Master static dissipater employs the discharge 

principle to reduce the likelihood of a direct strike 

to your boat.”   

Wade points out “we haven’t been hit by lightning 

since we bought it 

(it is not even at the 

top of the mast yet 

– that is a task for 

when the wind 

eases).  I retort “it 

works on the same 

principle as Bengie 

and mice.  She must 

be an effective 

mouse hunter, 

since we have not 

got a mouse 

problem on board.”  

“Exactly!” “Right, 

glad we have made 

sense of that… now 

I just have to winch 

you up the mast so 

you stick it up there.  That should at least double 

its effectiveness.”  But for now, it is bucketing 

down with rain.  So we busy ourselves inside, 

putting some order into things.  It is just as well we 

have no passenger for the start of the voyage, 

because we have invaded the spare cabin: 

cupboards full of food, bed covered with surf 

boards, photographic gear, watercolour/drawing 

kit… 

Once all is done, we go and visit Paul and Sjany on 

their big catamaran Skellum.  The afternoon is 

spent pleasantly checking out each other’s photos.  

They are just back from a trip to Africa and have 

superb photos of wildlife.  Both of them are keen 

photographers and Paul enjoys post processing, so 

we have a lot to talk about!  We spend a few 

pleasant hours together, something we had not 

done for two years! 
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7/12/14 – Paynesville to Lakes Entrance 

here is a major downpour all night and all 

morning till 11.00am.  But as the change 

arrives, the sun comes out, the rain stops.  

The solar cells and the windmill are producing 

power.  Interestingly the panels are putting in 15 

amps and Ampy 5 amps in 18 knots of wind.  Wade 

would have hoped for more.  But the fridge and 

freezer are running well and so is my laptop, so we 

have no complaint!  The weather map looks 

perfect for an escape tomorrow morning.  Hurray! 

We say our goodbyes to Paul and Sjany on 

Skellum, Dave and Mary at the coastguards, Tim at 

the shipwrights, and Dicky at our jetty.  We top up 

the water tanks and this time cast off the mooring 

lines by 3pm in the afternoon, to head off to 

Flagstaff.  We wave at everybody.  It feels great. 

There is a mix of excitement, anticipation, 

nervousness.  This is it!  Let’s hope the seas are 

kind and the winds fair.  Let’s hope we make it to 

Lord Howe Island. 

For now we have a lovely downwind sail across the 

Lakes for nearly three hours to the Flagstaff Jetty, 

just inside the Entrance.  We are berthed on our 

lonesome by 5.45pm.  

The skies are 

threatening, giving a 

very moody feel to our 

surroundings.   

 

 

No sooner are we tied up that we rush up the track 

to see the rock walls and the state of the bar; we 

always to this before our exit out of the Lakes.  

When you check the state of the bar on high tide 

12 hours before departure, you get a fair idea of 

what it will be like at the next high tide.    

It is supposed to be slack water, but with all the 

rain  we have had, the Lakes are high and the 

water is still rushing out.  It is rough and the bar is 

closing out.  Let’s hope it calms down during the 

night and the seas flatten, so we can cross the bar 

tomorrow morning.  We certainly would not do it 

tonight!  It is quite an eerie and ominous sky as we 

walk back to Take It Easy, and raindrops are falling. 

I love this time of night when we have done all the 

preparation: the boat is ready, we are ready, just 

hours from departure; the weather looks right, 

and we have checked and rechecked.  Now we just 

wait calmly for the morning and the end of the 

next flood tide to lets us out of the Lakes into the 

ocean. 
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8/12/14 – D Day: Lakes Entrance to the Skerries 

t 6.00am it 

should be 

slack water.  

Wade goes up the 

dune to check the 

state of the 

entrance.  The 

water is rushing out 

still, but the bar is a 

lot better: lumpy, 

but no breaking 

wave right across, 

nor rapids inside 

the walls.  

We get ready and 

leave at 7.00am, 

when the tide has just about turned, and out we 

go: bar safely crossed by 7.15.  We are on our 

way. 

It is a grey, drizzly morning.  The first few hours 

are slow, downwind sailing under the jib.  Several 

times we try different combinations: the stay sail 

and jib goose winged, the jib and main.  The 

sailing is slow – 5 knots.  Eventually Big Red, our 

spinnaker, is out of the bag.  We were reluctant to 

launch it first off, needing to settle ourselves in.  

But by 10.00am Wade sets it up on deck and we 

launch it, immediately picking up a few knots in 

speed – up to 7.8kn, much better and George the 

autopilot does a better job of steering the course. 

Within half an hour of leaving the Lakes, 

albatrosses appear.  As we sail along the Victorian 

coast and the breeze picks up, we see many of 

them flying around us, together with shearwaters 

and gannets.  They are such majestic, graceful 

flyers. 

It is a long, steady passage.  The hours pass 

slowly. 
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Wade suggests we follow the Victorian coast a few 

miles offshore, and once past Pt Hicks – 10 hours 

on – we head in to check a hideaway called the 

Skerries: a wall of rocks just off the beach which 

provide a shelter in a SW as you sneak in between 

the rocks and the 

shore.  We could 

stay there for the 

night instead of 

doing the usual 

overnighter past 

Eden.  So while it 

is still light and we 

can see what we 

are doing, we give 

it a try and find 

the nook 

acceptable.  The 

rocks happen to 

shelter a colony of 

Australian Fur 

Seals, so we don’t 

anchor too close – 

not because the 

beasts are scary, but because they are a bit smelly!  

The seals sound like a mix of barking dogs, bleating 

lambs and mooing cows!  It is 7.10pm by the time 

we are anchored. 

In light conditions 

the spot is fine.  

There is a bit of 

swell coming in, 

and the waves are 

feathering as they 

crash on the 

beach, but where 

we are is not too 

bad, particularly in 

a catamaran.  It is 

good to break the 

passage and not 

have to keep 

sailing all night.  

And it is a new 

anchorage for us!  

 

It is a little lazy of us to stop here instead of 

pushing on, particularly when we said we wanted 

to get to Sydney as quickly as possible, but we 

both feel relieved to be able to sleep at anchor 

tonight. 
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9/12/14 – Skerries to Eden 

t is a 6.30am departure.  With a very light 

breeze, we set off and motor-sail.  It will 

probably be another day of sailing under 

spinnaker once the wind picks up.  Today is 

still SW, but will gradually shift SE and east 

and tomorrow will be NE.  We will therefore 

need to anchor in a protected cove tonight 

and stay there for a while.  So it would make 

sense to end up at Eden, to have access to 

facilities onshore and internet coverage.  But 

that does not mean a marina or jetty.  We 

might check out a small bay on the Northern 

side of Twofold Bay that Paul and Sjani on 

Skellum told us about.   

By 10.00am, there is just enough wind to cut 

the engine out and launch Big Red.  But it is a 

slow sail.  The skies are dark and heavy.  We 

pass Gabo Island an hour later and keep 

edging our way around, past Cape Howe.  We 

are now officially in NSW. 

We thought the wind would pick up, but it in 

fact died and Big Red looks like a floppy rag; it 

is time to pack it away.  From then on the 

hours drift in uneventful motor-sailing in a 

grey drizzle and lumpy sea. 

It is 6.30pm when we enter Twofold Bay and 

it takes us another half an hour to reach our 

anchorage in Snug Cove, in the Northern part 

of the huge bay. 

There is no doubt about it; we find these long 

legs tedious.  And being the start of the trip, I 

am feeling rather fragile. 

But we are snug in Snug Cove and serenaded 

by bell birds.  We will be here all of tomorrow, 

while the NE blows.  Then another SW is 

forecast, which might make for a rowdy sail 

north. 
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10/12/14 - Eden 

ell, we will let everyone in to a 

little secret.  Snug Cove was not 

so snug last night and this 

morning.  Although it was lovely to wake up to 

the sounds of bell birds, the rocking was a bit 

pronounced!  Plus we got woken up twice 

during the night by the AIS warning us of 

approaching boats.  We have now worked out 

we must not forget to switch it from “coastal” 

to “anchored”! 

 

Anyway, the rolly-polly motion… I was trying 

to prepare the photos and text for our first 

post of the trip on our website.  Staring at a 

computer while the boat is rolling is the sure 

way to do multiple trips “driving the big white 

bus”!  I managed to finish the post, but felt 

sick as a dog… at anchor!   

 

 

 

While I was busy doing this, Wade went 

ashore to top up the water in the jerry cans; 

then we moved Take It Easy closer to the 

breakwater to get a bit more shelter from the 

swell coming in.  

 The chores done, we both enjoyed a shower 

and a walk ashore.  I just had to get off the 

boat to settle my stomach! 

 

 

We are now back on board and feeling human 

again, but the weather is looking frightful for 

tomorrow: gale warning – 30-40kn SE with 

90% chance of heavy rain! 
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11/12/14 - Eden 

ou know you have slept in too long 

when a furry beast jumps on the bed, 

stands on your chest and meows loudly 

in your face!  12 hours in bed, that is our 

record for this trip.  Mind you, there is 

nothing much else to do – other than feed the 

hungry beast of course.  It has been raining 

heavily all night.  This weather is unbelievable. 

 

Here I was, thinking I should strip our bed and 

walk up to the laundromat… but Wade came 

up with another idea: hand wash the sheets in 

the dinghy!  We left it out at the back of Take 

It Easy and it is now half full with rainwater! 

After spending a small fortune not to have to 

worry about power consumption, we are 

going to need to put the generator on.  The 

solar panels are not doing anything on this 4th 

grey day, and Ampy is standing motionless!  

We are producing nothing and taking out lots 

to run the fridge and freezer.  But on the 

bright side, the water tanks are full. 

It is all a bit depressing and grim thoughts of 

struggling to get to Lord Howe are creeping in. 

The rain is incessant.  Wade sets up the 

generator in the cockpit at first, so it is out of 

the rain, but it is far too noisy.  So he gets 

inventive and rigs up an umbrella to shelter it, 

then moves it to the sugar scoops.  Looks 

funny, but it works!  We are still praying for a 

break in the rain so we can escape ashore 

though, as it is still NOISY! 

By 2.30, the weather improves.  It stops 

raining and a few rays of sunshine appear.  

We finally manage to escape with a back pack 

full of laundry in the middle of the afternoon 

and come back a couple of hours later to 

brighter conditions, just in time for sun 

downers for us and second breakfast for 

Bengie!  The weather forecast looks right for a 

departure tomorrow morning.  So we ready 

the boat for a passage: dinghy engine on the 

side of the boat, dinghy up on the davits, 

clears off, generator back in the toy cupboard, 

clothes and stuff away.   

We have just finished dinner.  The bell birds 

are singing, you can hear the waves breaking 

along the sandy shore.  We are sitting nicely in 

the mellow evening light and the gentle sway 

of the boat. Bengie is guarding my open 

photography magazine on the table.  She likes 

putting her smell on what I read, rubbing her 

cheeks along the edge of the pages for some 

reason.  Then she settles in her sphinx pose 

right on the magazine, front paws tucked 

under.  Wade gets up, goes over to her and 

gently blows on her belly.  She meows.  Then 

this little discussion ensues: “I know you 

pretend you don’t like me blowing on your 

belly, but really you secretly do”… she gives 

him a look….  He gives her another long blow 

and the fur on her belly is ruffled.   “I know 

Y 
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you like it.”  - “Meow”… and she then 

proceeds to lick her fur just where he was 

blowing.  “You just like the smell of my 

breath”… and he blows again and she licks her 

fur more fervently…  It is one of their little 

rituals! 

These are small snippets of life on board Take 

It Easy – nice little moments that make you 

smile. 
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12/12/14 – Eden to Broulee Bay 

e leave Eden at 5.30am, bound 

for Broulee Island.  As we are 

sailing out of Twofold Bay, the 

swell is rolling in.  Could be interesting! 

Although the seas were very uncomfortable 

to start with, things improved once we 

swapped the jib for Big Red.  From then on 

the sled ride began.  We had to hand steer for 

a few hours as the tail wind and lumpy seas 

made it too hard for George to steer a straight 

course, and meanders under spinnaker are 

not forgiving. 

 

The need to concentrate and stand out in the 

fresh air settled my stomach and apart from a 

short spell of nausea as we set off, the sea 

sickness was kept at bay.  We were sailing at a 

fast pace, often above 10kn.  It got pretty 

soggy though during successive squalls.  It is 

not much fun sailing when it is raining and 

with little visibility and waves, it is also hard to 

keep a straight course. 

 

Wade broke our speed record: 15.7 in 20kn 

true wind, hand steering with Big Red flying! 

Whoo hoo!  In fact we were doing so well that 

I suggested we keep going to Jervis Bay – not 

a full overnighter, but a sail till midnight or 

1.00am to make some progress. 

It was looking promising till the wind went 

Easterly - or on our beam - and thus Big Red 

had to come down.  The jib and main were 

doing an OK job, but nowhere near as fast, 

then the wind started to abate and our pace 

slowed to barely 5kn… making the passage to 

Jervis Bay far too long.  So as we came level 

with Broulee, we took a left hand turn and 

headed in.  As Wade said convincingly: “6nm 

west to Broulee, or 55nm north to Jervis – 

What would you like to do?”  “Yeah, OK, hang 

a left!”  Had we hugged the coast to get 

directly to Broulee, the trip would have been 

a shorter 80nm passage.  We probably added 

another 10nm by sailing a long way offshore 

to make a direct line to Jervis, only to have to 

come back in! 

We got into Broulee by 7pm, tired and wind 

burnt.  It is a bit rolly in there, but it will have 

to do. We will start again early tomorrow 

morning and hopefully cover the 60 miles to 

Jervis Bay before the northerlies settle in as 

forecast in the afternoon.  

W 
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13/12/14 – Broulee to Jervis Bay 

hat a shocker of a night with lots 

of swell coming in!  Broulee has a 

bit of a reputation amongst 

monohulls as a rolly anchorage, but to date 

we had not found it bad at all… till last night!  

So it was not hard to get up at 4.30am and up 

anchor by 5.00am.  What was hard 

was not to feel seasick… in bed! 

Having thrown up the last few 

mornings within half an hour of 

setting off, I decided to give my 

medications and Qwell tablets a miss.  

What the point, they just end up in 

the toilet! Surprisingly, I managed to 

keep it together today, but poor 

Wade became acquainted with the 

blue bucket!  The seas have really 

been uncomfortable and the departure for 

Broulee Island was particularly chaotic.  It 

takes the shine of the sailing when you feel 

crook. 

 

With the forecast slightly changed and an 

Easterly breeze blowing rather than a SW, we 

had the main and jib up, and kept one of the 

engines going for most of the trip.  We were 

intent on reaching Jervis Bay before the NE 

kicked in and made any progress impossible.  

Once our stomachs settled – copious 

quantities of water and dry biscuits help a lot 

– we actually enjoyed the passage.  No rain, 

sun out, big puffy clouds… the water was 

transformed from an ink black, foreboding 

ocean, to an ultramarine, sparkling sea.  We 

passed the Tollgate Islands off Batemans Bay, 

standing bright in the sunshine, then the 

distinctive Pigeon House and Tabletop hills 

(which always take me back to when I first 

arrived in Australia 33 years ago), then the 

port of Ulladulla, and finally 

the towering cliffs which 

mark the arrival at Jervis 

Bay. 

With an easterly blowing, 

the rebound of the waves 

against the tall walls makes 

for a very confused sea.  

The boat’s movement was 

awful and after 6nm of this, 

we were glad to turn into 

the bay and head back 

South to the “Hole in the 

Wall” moorings.  The hole 

refers to the gap in a cliff near the moorings.  

We clipped onto one of five moorings by 3pm, 

and marvelled at the aqua and totally flat 

water.  It really is a beautiful spot.  We will be 

here probably till Wednesday morning, while 

the northerlies are blowing. 

W 
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Sunday 14/12/14 – Jervis Bay 

or our first rest day in the sunshine at 

Jervis Bay, we attend to a few jobs: 

 

 We are drying the soggy spinnaker by 

draping it in its sock on the cabin roof 

 We fit a new sail lug on the main, as we 

broke one along the way (they are what 

holds the sail in the track up the mast) 

 We bolted a shackle to the boom to act as 

a fixing point for the main sheet as the 

existing one was pop-riveted and broke 

 I prepared the photos, wrote and 

published our second post of the trip on 

our website 

 We did a general tidy up as the boat is 

always a bit messy after a passage 

 

 

 

 

By early afternoon, the wind has picked up 

and Wade is contemplating kite surf.  I would 

not mind going for a wander along the sandy 

beach.  I also want to explore a vantage point 

ashore to try astral photography tonight.  

Taking photos of the Milky Way would be very 

exciting.  Leanne Cole, a professional 

photographer I follow and who is my mentor, 

has posted a couple of tutorials on the subject 

and I would love to try the technique. 

We row ashore, armed with kite surfing and 

camera gear.  Wade has a failed attempt at 

launching.  After all the effort of setting 

himself up, and launching, he realises there is 

not quite enough wind – 14 to 16kn.  While he 

packs up, I go for a wander and discover 

where the name ‘Hole in the Wall’ comes 

from: a small cliff with a break in it in the form 

of a U.  We had been told before that it 

referred to the gap between the mainland 

cliffs and a small island at the entrance of 

Jervis Bay.  But it is more likely the breach in 

F 
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the small cliff next to the anchorage is the real 

origin.   

By 4pm we get back on board Take It Easy.  

The sky is clouding over.  I suspect the Milky 

Way won’t be visible tonight. 

With tomorrow’s forecast of 30kn northerly, 

this mooring of ours will not be tenable.  It is 

already very rock and rolly and we are stern to 

the beach!  So our intention is to move 

tomorrow to the northern end of Jervis Bay, 

to a spot called Cabbage Tree Point. 

But after dinner, the rocking is so bad that I 

exercise my right of veto and do what we 

should have done earlier: move to the 

sheltered end of the bay!  I had in mind the 

“Boat Harbour Bay”, just outside of the 

entrance to Jervis Bay, but Wade did not like 

us being ‘outside’, so we continued on to Long 

Beach and got there in the dark.  After a very 

bouncy crossing, it is now totally calm, just as 

we like it!  That deserves another glass of 

wine! 

We get a message from our friend Ann telling 

us of a meteorite shower, but the sky is 

overcast here, so we won’t be able to see 

anything.  No Milky Way, no shooting stars, 

just our anchor light against the dark sky. 
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15/12/14 – Jervis Bay 

ell we have at least doubled our 

chances of avoiding a lightning 

strike!  After an hour perched at 

the very top of our mast early in the morning, 

Wade has affixed Hocus Pocus, the lightning 

protector up there.   

 

We took a couple of shots of the “dissipater” 

beforehand, which looks like a beautiful 

flower, don’t you think?  Then with much 

grunting, Wade climbed the slippery stick with 

a bag full of tools in tow, while I belayed him. 

 

We are in a lovely calm bay, not a wave, not 

even a ripple, although the wind is picking up.  

It is very peaceful and so pleasant.  Jervis Bay 

is a very beautiful part of the NSW coast.  

Bengie must be feeling comfortable too as she 

ventures out on deck, hops onto the boom 

and sniffs the breeze, eye 

closed. 

For our lunch time 

entertainment, we watch 

a Seawind 1000 catamaran 

come in, anchor close to 

the beach, then slowly 

drift backwards and 

backwards… then come 

back to the beach, re-

anchor and… drag, 

slowly…  Does he realise?  

Nope… More dragging to 

the back of beyond.   

Oops, just realised!  He 

comes back in, resets the 

anchor… and, you guessed 

it… off he goes for a slow 

drag backwards.  Do they 

really mean to do this or 

are they just hopeless?  

Forward it comes again… 

and we watch, as he 

gently drifts by.  We’ve 

now got the giggles, but 

secretly hope he does not 

stay here, so we don’t 

have to watch him like 

hawks for the rest of the 

day!  Eventually he raises his sails and clears 

off!  Anchoring antics are always a rich source 

of amusement. 

In the heat of the day, Wade fiddles with a 

few minor repairs and adjustments, while I 

make our first loaf of bread for the trip.  The 

hours pass leisurely between reading, 

W 
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blogging, kneading, sunning ourselves, 

writing, a walk on the beach.   

Later, as I tidy things up in the cabin, I 

discover some water has splashed into the 

bottom of the cupboard which houses the 

steering mechanism.  Wade investigates… 

kneeling down, bum up and sticking his head 

right in to check where it has come from.  “Oh 

yes, I can see… It is coming from the engine 

box.”  All of a sudden there is a “uh-oh, I don’t 

know how I got my head in here, but I can’t 

get out.”  I have an attack of the giggles… “Oh, 

here we go… Gee, that was a bit ugly for a 

while”…. another thing to attend to.  Good job 

for Sikaflex! 

The sun goes down in a fiery show or reds and 

oranges and a dramatic sky.  A few dolphins 

visit us, a real surprise both inside this bay 

and at this time of day.   

 

We are still a bit peckish after dinner and 

unable to resist the divine smell of freshly 

baked bread.  We cut ourselves a slice or two.  

The loaf is a hit:”the lightest one you have 

ever made.”  I have used a different technique 

to make it and I must admit it is far less messy 

and yields better results: much less water 

used, which makes for more elastic dough.  

No more puddings! 
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Tuesday 16/12/14 – Jervis Bay 

e wake up to the sounds of the 

wind blowing and the whiz of 

Ampy.  It is very overcast and 

drizzling lightly.  We will have to shuffle back 

to the Hole in the Wall tonight, as a southerly 

change is forecast to come in the middle of 

the night.  We are in two minds as to whether 

to follow it north to Port Hacking.  The reason 

for our hesitation is that the southerlies will 

only last for one day and will be strong, and 

the ocean will be very rough – 2 to 3m seas on 

top of 1.5m swell.  Quick changes of wind 

direction make for very confused and 

uncomfortable seas.  But Port Hacking is just 

short of Sydney and can be a suitable 

launching point for Lord Howe.  It is also 

handy to Cronulla to replenish fresh food 

supplies. 

 

 

 

 

We spend most of the day on boat 

maintenance.  Yesterday we found a broken 

split pin on the deck… never comforting!  

Where has it come from? What is going to fall 

down? Today, intent on inspecting the rigging, 

ready to climb back up the mast, Wade checks 

every connection and finds it came from the 

boom’s goose neck.  Thank god he discovered 

the culprit.  However none of our stash of 

spare pins fit!  So Wade drills out the hole a 

bit bigger to fit a thicker pin in there: Mr Fix It 

at work!   

And speaking of Mr Fix It, the next job is to 

plug the little gaps that let sea water in 

around the back of the steering cupboard 

which we discovered last night.  It is a messy 

job with Sikaflex.  This time, Wade is head 

down in the engine box, smearing the goop 

around, while I 

am head into the 

cupboard till the 

daylight no 

longer shows!  

“My head is 

bigger than 

yours, I’d better 

not get it stuck 

in there, or we’ll 

both be 

marooned in a 

compromising 

position!” 

And continuing 

with the fixing 

spree, the next 

job is attending 

to the failing 

dinghy outboard.  We found last night as we 

were coming back from the beach that the 

engine idled OK, but as soon as we 

accelerated, it would not run.  It sounds like 

petrol is not getting to the engine.  If there 

W 
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was a fuel filter, we would put a new one in, 

but there is not, so the next option is to clean 

up the carburettor and hope that this fixes it.  

As we have never done this before, it would 

be good to have a Workshop manual!  So 

many bits of maintenance underway and we 

have only been gone for 9 days! 

First we have to figure out a way of holding 

the engine upright outside of the drizzle.  This 

calls for creativity.  I come up with the idea of 

clamping it to the trolley we use to carry fuel 

and then we put a 25l water jerry can to 

counterbalance the weight of the engine… 

Bingo! 

Secondly we have to work out how we are 

supposed to pull the carburettor apart and 

clean it.  Where creative problem solving is 

my department, engine work is Wade’s!! 

In the midst of all of this, we realise we are 

guilty of a shameful sin: we have dragged!  

Yes, TIE has dragged!  So we take the 

opportunity to reposition ourselves right in 

the far corner of the beach, at a better angle 

to the wind. 

The carburettor is cleaned up and put back 

together, but now we can’t start the engine at 

all.  After talking to a couple of mechanics on 

the phone, the general suggestion is “throw it 

out and get a Yamaha two stroke (instead of 

our Honda four stroke), and the next best 

option is to pull it all apart and try again – 

which Wade does and for some unknown but 

lucky reason, the engine now works! Phew! 

That is one way to spend an afternoon. 

While Wade was fiddling with the carburettor, 

I played with some photo processing for next 

month’s challenge, using Spoonbills in flight as 

my subject.  But I am not totally happy with 

the series I came up with, so after all that, I 

might not use it!  If we do get to Lord Howe, it 

would be handy to have the first couple of 

processes done, since the internet service is 

so poor there.  However if we don’t, it won’t 

matter.  I can keep working on this or find 

another subject. 

We have checked and re-checked the weather 

forecast for tomorrow and the next few days.  

The strong northerlies are starting to abate 

tonight.  It is 8pm and a gusty southerly is due 

to blast in at midnight, making this end of 

Jervis Bay untenable. So we intend to move 

later this evening back to the Hole in the Wall. 

Our plan for tomorrow is to leave between 

8am and 10am, to let the worst of the change 

come through, and then follow it to get to 

Port Hacking by evening.  It is a 75nm passage 

and likely to be fairly rough at the start.  We 

should be able to sail at a steady pace – 7 or 

8kn – and thus cover the distance in 10 or 11 

hours.  We don’t mind getting there in the 

dark if we have to, as the Jibbon Beach 

anchorage is familiar to us and mid-week one 

of the public moorings should be available. 

Thursday the fickle winds are due to switch 

back to NE for a day, possibly allowing us to 

replenish fresh food supplies in Cronulla.  Well 

that is the plan.  We will see how things turn 

out! 
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17/12/14 – Jervis Bay to Port Hacking 

ell after attempting to move last 

night at 10.00pm and aborting 

because the northerly was still 

blowing too strong, we set off at midnight in 

far calmer conditions to cross the bay.  The 

Milky Way was stunning and I cursed I was 

not on land with my camera and tripod! 

A little after 1.00am, we nervously 

approached the Hall in the Wall anchorage in 

pitch dark conditions.  Boats don’t have to 

turn on their anchor lights when on a public 

mooring, so we could not see whether anyone 

was moored in the cove.  We could see one 

bright light which I thought was a mast 

headlight, and Wade thought was on the 

shore.  It was not until we were right on it 

that our spot light illuminated a small crescent 

of the cove and we both went “fu$@k, it’s a 

boat, and oh shit, here is a buoy!”  We 

managed to bring the boat to a halt, picked up 

the lead for the mooring buoy and clipped on.  

These night arrivals when you are trying to 

steer the boat, run the engines and spotlight a 

buoy are just too nerve racking! 

It was totally still when we finally settled in by 

1.30am – the calm before the storm.  Then 

right on schedule at 2.00am the silence was 

broken by a mighty roar and the southerly 

change descended on us at 35 knots.  “Here it 

comes” we both said, and we could then fall 

asleep. 

We slept in till after 8.00am.  When we 

emerged and looked around, we were in the 

company of the big aluminium yacht that was 

at Long Beach yesterday morning, and a lovely 

wooden ketch must have come in after us, 

since it too was at Long Beach when we left.  

We managed to pick up the same mooring we 

were on last week. 

By 9.30am, we bite the bullet, slip the 

mooring lines and silently leave under jib.  We 

like these discreet departures.  But as we 

approached the opening of the bay, and left 

the protection of the high hills, things started 

hotting up: big swell, broken waves, and so 

we turned an engine on to help us along. 

With two days of strong NE, then a night of 

very strong SW, the rebound of two lines of 2 

to 3m swell against 12 miles of cliffs make for 

horrible seas.  Normally things improve as you 

go straight out a fair way, to put some 

distance 

between the 

boat and the tall 

cliffs, but this 

time there was 

no escape.  It 

was rough 

wherever you 

were.  And as if 

this was not 

enough, the 

East Coast 

current was 

running strongly 

southward – 

thus against us.   

W 
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The sea looked like a huge pot boil, with little 

wavelets jumping up everywhere on top of 

the already big swell.  Water chaos is the best 

way to describe the conditions.  

 

 It took us two hours to exit the bay and clear 

the six miles of cliffs from Point Perpendicular 

to Beecroft Head.  After that, the ocean 

seemed positively tame.   
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Although the sea was still confused, it was far 

more manageable.  As the wind lightened and 

our pace slowed, down came the jib and main 

and up went Big Red.  In 10 to 15kn tail wind, 

the spinnaker does a better, faster job than 

our two sails. 

 

We passed Kiama, then had to hand steer to 

keep as high a heading as possible past 

Wollongong and the 18 “targets” displayed on 

the AIS: containerships and tankers idling, 

lined up along miles of coast.  By that stage, 

the wind was ESE and the spinnaker was 

sitting on our port side, at the limit of what it 

can do.  It was hard work and we took it in 

turn at the tiller, 30 minutes at a time.  

Eventually with the wind gusts dying, and the 

night approaching, we dropped Big Red and 

raised the jib and main, and motor-sailed the 

rest of the way.  Just to make things more 

interesting, we noticed that our navigation 

lights were not working.  So we had to rig up 

an emergency one!   

 

Not sure what happened there, since they 

were operational the night before!  Another 

thing to attend to tomorrow! 

It was 10.30 or 11.00 by the time we reached 

Port Hacking and entered Jibbon Beach.  We 

have been there a few times.  There are six 

moorings and 

a nice sandy 

beach where 

we have 

generally 

anchored as 

the moorings 

have always 

been taken.  

As we were 

coming in, we 

could see 

three yachts, 

but could not 

see where 

the spare 

moorings 

were.  The 

voice inside me said: “Just anchor”.  I was on 

deck with the spotlight in hand.  Wade was at 

the tiller and was intent on finding “that 

mooring in the corner”.  We did not find the 

mooring; what we found was a rock!  We hit it 

with our port rudder, and the rudder got 

jammed!  With no steerage but the two 

engines running, we moved ourselves out of 

there and did what we should have done in 

the first place: we anchored at the other end 

of the beach!! 

Feeling totally dejected, and the dream of 

Lord Howe fast fading, we went to bed.  

Neither of us slept much, too upset and 

worried.  I kept thinking: “I am just having a 

nightmare.  I will wake up and it will be OK.”  

But his was all too real. 
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18/12/14 – Jibbon Beach,  Port Hacking 

e have a busy day ahead of us, 

trying to salvage our cruising 

holiday.  First, we disconnect the 

rod joining the two rudders so we can steer 

with the starboard one and get ourselves on a 

mooring.   

Wade is in the water early in the morning with 

the mask and snorkel to survey the damage.  

The rudder has a small notch in the corner 

where we hit the rock and its shaft is bent, 

locking it in against the hull.  We somehow 

need to bend it back to free it. 

 

We rig up some heavy rope around the 

damaged rudder through to the anchor roller 

and onto a sheet winch, in the hope of 

straightening the shaft as we winch the rope 

in… to no avail. 

 

 

We then call a couple of shipyards for advice 

and to check the possibility of getting hauled 

out for repairs.  As we suspected we can’t get 

hauled out until sometime in January.  It is 

time to call Peter Snell, the designer and 

builder of the boat.  As usual he is very helpful 

and comes up with a couple of suggestions: 

the crow bar approach as a lever – we haven’t 

got one – and the second: undoing the tiller 

mechanism from the sugar scoop, bashing the 

rudder post down by 30mm, which will drop 

the rudder down a fraction. 

 

Bingo, it does the trick.  The rudder shaft is a 

bit bent but the rudder now works and 

declared fit for sailing by Peter.  This is short 

of a miracle!  We have gone from the 

prospect of a failed holiday to being back on 

track!  Thank god! 

W 
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As if a damaged rudder was not enough, the 

other thing which happened last night was 

that the navigations lights stopped working.  

We rigged up an emergency spare, to get 

through the evening sail, but really needed to 

fix this.  Wade spent a couple of hours this 

afternoon attending to dodgy wire 

connections and making them waterproof.  

The maintenance jobs are endless on this trip!  

And I have to say that Wade has picked up a 

couple more stripes on his Mr Fix It 

epaulettes!  In the space of a day he went 

from being our destroyer to our saviour! 

We have now talked to James, the shipwright, 

to book the boat in for repairs as soon as we 

are back and the shipyard to get hauled out.  

It is all set for 9-13/2/15. 

By the time all the work is finished and the 

boat has been returned to some order, it is 

5pm.  We have a swim to cool down, then a 

dinghy ashore to stretch our legs and get rid 

of our rubbish.  On our return the gin & tonic 

and rum & ginger ale are well deserved, 

followed by barbecued steaks and a glass of 

wine… or two.  What a day this has been, with 

a few lessons learnt along the way and 

discussed at length tonight. 

We are also reflecting on our power usage 

and power production.  I was on the 

computer for a few hours this morning, 

checking emails from the website, preparing 

photos and composing our third post.  It was 

overcast at first, and then got sunny.  The 

voltage went down and the freezer kept 

turning itself off.  The verdict: we want to use 

power as we see fit once we live aboard and 

our current arrangement just is not sufficient, 

even with the addition of the windmill.  We 

either need to increase our battery bank and 

upgrade to lithium batteries, or get some 

more solar panels, or both.  The panels are 

what produce most in sunny conditions, much 

more than Ampy on a windy day!  It is rather 

disappointing given Ampy cost $6000 to 

purchase and install.  But to be fair, in Tassie it 

would work a treat when we anchor in 

breezes over 20kn and at Lord Howe, it would 

work well too.  But in most protected 

anchorages elsewhere, there is little wind!  

More expenses coming up! 
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19/12/14 – Port Hacking to Barrenjoey Head 

he SW change came in strongly in the 

middle of the night, and then abated in 

the morning.  We have decided to take 

the boat to Gunnamatta Bay, at the back of 

Cronulla, anchor there, then dinghy ashore, to 

replenish our fresh food supplies.  We might 

see if we can also top up the water and fuel. 

 

 

Well, we did not like that bay; it was really 

exposed to the wind and we felt very 

uncomfortable leaving TIE unattended in 

these conditions, so doubled back and instead 

anchored in Bundeena Bay, just next to the 

ferry’s jetty.  We thought we would catch the 

ferry into Cronulla, but noticed an IGA just 

near and did our shopping there; much 

quicker and cheaper! 

All done and put 

away… the wind 

is blowing at 20kn 

from the SE, so 

we are off, bound 

for Broken Bay, 

about 35nm 

north.  We by-

pass Sydney 

Harbour all 

together. 

We have a nice 

little sail in the 

sunshine, and it is 

uneventful.  We 

get to Barrenjoey 

Head and are hooked up to a courtesy 

mooring by 6pm.  

We like these 

shorter sails!  6kn 

average, not 

speedy Gonzales, 

but respectable 

and this was a 

good test for the 

rudder, which 

behaved well, 

and we did not 

hit anything or 

make any 

running repairs! 

  

T 
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20/12/14 – Barrenjoey to Lake Macquarie 

irst things first, we are off to Careel Bay 

Marina in Pittwater to replenish fuel 

and water, and then we are off again.  

The forecast shows today is the last day of SE 

till Boxing Day: a settled spree of northerlies. 

As we don’t want to get stuck in Broken Bay 

for days, we are heading off to Swansea, 

which opens up the Lake Macquarie region as 

a “waiting” spot for Lord Howe - somewhere 

interesting and new to us.  It is looking 

doubtful that we will make it to Lord Howe 

this year, but you never know. 

However first, direction Careel Bay!  This is 

taking us back a few years when we first 

bought TIE and we had it moored there for a 

few months.  We pick our way through the 

maze of moored boats – always a bit tense – 

and don’t notice a couple waving at us.  We 

hear on the radio: “Take It Easy, Take It Easy, 

this is Phil and Lindy on Frangipani, we are 

following your blog”!  They are on their 

mooring and very excited to see us coming in! 

 

So after doing the top up of fuel and water at 

the jetty, we radio back to them, and come 

alongside their yacht, for a small stop.  It is 

lovely to meet them.  They are on a beautiful 

Northshore 34, very nicely appointed and are 

hoping to go to LHI in March, so are very 

interested in our adventures.  “We could not 

believe our eyes when we saw you motoring 

in to the bay!”  They then come on board TIE 

for a sticky beak.  It really is nice to meet 

them and have a chat. 

 

By 10.30, we part company and head off; it is 

a brilliant sunny day, lots of yachts out on 

this Saturday.  The breeze is light, less than 

10kn, but not from the SE as forecast.  

Instead, it is NE so we are pointing into it and 

have one engine ticking along slowly.  We 

want to keep a decent pace to arrive at the 

Swansea Bridge before its last opening for 

the day at 7pm.  We will probably stay on a 

courtesy mooring tonight, and move into Lake 

Macquarie tomorrow. 

  

F 
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It is a cruisy little sail in sedate waters, which 

makes a nice change after the rough seas of 

the past ten days.  Even Bengie enjoys the 

conditions, daring to come out in the cockpit 

and claiming the helm seat!  And the great 

thing is that Take It Easy is sailing with the 

breeze on its forequarter, since the wind is 

from the NE. 

 

As we approach Swansea, there is a line-up of 

bulk carriers waiting to get into Newcastle, 

further north.  It is a bit like at Wollongong.  

We count about 13 and pass them all well on 

the inside – much less stressful! 

 

There are a couple of lead lines to get into the 

Swansea Channel.  Marine Rescue Lake 

Macquarie runs from a tower at the entrance 

of the channel and gives us instructions to get 

in.  They have a courtesy mooring booked for 

us just before the bridge and one on the other 

side.  We just miss the 5pm bridge opening, so 

hook onto the mooring and wait till 6pm.  

Exactly on 6.00 the boom gates go down to 

stop the cars on the road, the bridge opens 

and I nervously take us through.  Even with a 

few meters to spare on both sides, it looks 

narrow and you have to go faster than the 

current to keep some steerage!  I breathe a 

sigh of relief as we come through and hook 

onto our next courtesy mooring.  We are in 

the prime position for fireworks tonight! 

Today is a day of no disaster and it ended with 

fireworks.  What more can we ask for!  I 

experiment with photos, having set up my 

tripod and my camera on the sugar scoops.  

There is a bit of movement, being on the boat 

floating around in the channel, but I manage 

to get a few colourful shots.  And this was my 

first attempt at night photography, I am 

pretty chuffed!  Definitely need to be on land 

for crystal clear images, and should have used 

my Tamron lens rather than the Canon wide 

angle.  All good learning! 
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21/12/14 – Lake Macquarie 

e did not get much sleep last 

night.  Between the bridge traffic 

and unusual town noises, we had 

a restless night.  But with a lot to do, we got 

up and got going. 

We wanted to pick up a map of Lake 

Macquarie from a marina.  The first one was 

located in the channel, with a small place to 

stop alongside the jetty in the fast flowing 

current.  It would have had to turn back into 

the current to come and moor against the 

jetty, which also was putting the boat on the 

port side – something I am not very practised 

at.  Too much stress for one morning!  We 

gave that marina a miss, entered the Lake 

proper, anchored just off the Marks Point 

Marina and got what we wanted.  After that it 

was ‘work’ time.  Wade did a load of washing 

on board and while the generator was going I 

plugged the laptop in, sorted through our 

photos and prepared the next post.  2 ½ hours 

later, everything was done and we headed off 

for the southern end of the Lake. 

 

Trevor and Liam as well as his brother Mark 

and his son are coming to visit us from 

Gosford tomorrow!  Nice!  So we have sailed 

down to the less busy area of the lake: to 

Chain Valley Bay.  We will pick them up 

tomorrow morning from the next bay over, at 

Wyee Bay, where there is a boat ramp and 

marina. 

The lake is very popular, not only because of 

the season, but also because many of the 

shores and bays are built up.  So it is quite 

different from the Gippsland Lakes where we 

are surrounded by national parks. It is 

however interesting because of the number of 

twists and turns, and the many coves that 

offer shelter in different conditions. 

  

W 
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22/12/14 – Lake Macquarie 

oday we are entertaining special 

visitors on board.  Trevor and his son 

Liam, Mark (Trevor’s brother) and his 

son Tom are driving up from Gosford to spend 

a couple of days with us.  It is a first for them, 

so everyone is excited. 

 

In the end Mark does not make it, but we pick 

up the rest of the Danger family at Wyee Bay.  

It is a beautiful sunny day, although windy.  

We make our way to a sheltered bay and out 

come all the toys.  It is TIE the play pen.  

Kayaks, boogie boards, dives off the bows, tag 

races, swimming, snorkelling… it is lively and a 

lot of fun to see everybody enjoying 

themselves.  The water is so warm too at 270!  

That is the great thing about catamarans, they 

are perfect for entertaining.  There is plenty of 

space and they are a stable craft for people 

who are a little nervous about boating.  Plus, 

we are in protected water, so it is flat as a 

tack… no risk of sea sickness! 

With the wind picking up in the afternoon, the 

guys discover you need more than one peg to 

secure your towels and togs to the lifelines.  

Liam spots a green something floating by: that 

is Tom’s bathers… He hops into the kayak to 

fish them out.  Good spotting Liam!  Then 

soon afterwards, red floaties go by… It’s 

Trevor’s board shorts.  He decides to row to 

them with Peasy: a funny sight as he lacks a 

bit of coordination with the oars.  Finally 

Trevor’s big red towel disappears from sight… 

sunk!  No hope of retrieving it in the murky 

and reasonably deep waters! 

The next bit of novelty is 

the barbecue in the 

cockpit with a glass or two 

of champers for the adults 

to celebrate the occasion.  

We all watch a movie, 

then another new 

experience for the team: 

sleeping on board with 

the gentle sway of the 

boat and the slap of the 

water against the hull.  It 

is snooze central by 10pm 

and everybody sleeps 

soundly.

 

 

  

T 
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23/12/14 – Lake Macquarie 

t is raining when we emerge but with 

nothing much else to do, most of us end 

up staying in bed till well after 9.00am, a 

late start for us, but very pleasant.  Liam gets 

up first and watches cartoons on TV, lazing 

around on the couch.  The last one to surface 

is Tom, 22 years old and loving his sleep till 

11.00! 

As the rain clears, the toys come out again.  

There is a feeble attempt at fishing, soon 

abandoned, then laps in the kayaks under the 

bridge deck, more diving from the bows and 

paddling around the bay. It is overcast but 

warm and the cicadas’ mating calls are a sure 

sign it is summer.   

 

We grab some lunch then by early afternoon 

we raise the anchor and have a slow sail 

downwind, using what little breeze there is.  It 

is muggy and it looks like storms will come in 

late afternoon, as clouds tower in the distance 

and the sky is getting darker.   

 

We get back to Wyee Bay, tie up to the small 

jetty so the guys can unload their gear easily.  

I take the opportunity of Trevor’s car to go to 

the local Woolworth and replenish our fresh 

food supplies while Wade tops up the water 

and tidies up the boat. 

By 4pm we say our goodbyes.  The Dangers 

start their drive back to Gosford while we 

head off to a quiet little bay nearby at Bird 

Cage Point. It is a nice spot for the night, 

surrounded by bushland. This is the best 

anchorage so far in the lake and it is attracting 

lots of birds: bell birds, welcome swallows, an 

egret, a white belly sea eagle.  It is very 

pleasant and we are on our own in this U- 

shaped cove. 

 

I have bought some cooked prawns for dinner 

tonight.  We peel them, ready to put in a 

salad.  There is much interest from our 

pussycat.  Wade decides we should try our 

luck with the two crab pots and puts the 

shelling in bait bags.  Don’t know that it will 

work, but nothing ventured, nothing gained. 

It is a lovely evening of soft pinks and gentle 

ripples on the water.  Gumurul’s music is 

playing, the cicadas are still serenading in the 

background.  I love our peaceful setting after 

the high activity of the last two days. 

I 
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24/12/14 – Lake Macquarie 

t is Christmas Eve, sunny at first and 

steamy like a hot house too, since we put 

on the rain clears last night to protect the 

cockpit from threatening showers. 

After breakfast, we decide to explore 

Pormalong Creek, at the end of our bay, with 

the kayaks.  It is dead calm and an easy 

paddle upstream.  What a gorgeous creek to 

explore: lovely reflections, some mangroves 

on the river banks, lots of bird songs, cicadas 

in full swing, and the breeze in the trees.  The 

creek goes for miles.  After a while, we can 

hear the wind picking up in the trees and we 

turn tail.  We’d better keep some puff for the 

return paddle against the wind.  As we 

emerge back in the bay, it is blowing southerly 

at 15 to 20kn and it is a hard push against the 

flow, but good exercise.  We take a few 

splashes in the small waves, a good test for 

the dry bag which has my Canon camera in it.  

But all is good! 

We check the forecast as soon as we are back, 

very surprised with the wind direction, but it 

is definitely forecast to come from the NE till 

Boxing Day.  We check the four to seven day 

forecast, with fingers, toes and eyes crossed, 

hoping for lasting southerlies.  But 

disappointingly, we have to accept that a trip 

to Lord Howe Island won’t happen this year.   

 

 

We have one day of southerlies on the 26th, 

then a return to lasting northerlies.  So what 

do we do now? We decide we will use the 

southerly to head to Port Stephens and spend 

a few days there.  I ring Lisa and Waz who live 

in Port Macquarie, north of there,  and invite 

them to meet us at Port Stephens and join us 

on board for a couple of nights.  Warwick is a 

consulting client of mine, and I met his 

partner Lisa a few years ago; we get on very 

well.  They are thrilled to be asked, but first 

have to organise for their dogs to be looked 

after.  We will see what happens.   

After lunch the wind really sets in and the day 

becomes very overcast.  It is time for our 5th 

post, to let people know what we are up to.  

We feel a little disappointed to miss out on 

Lord Howe, but it has been such a struggle 

with the weather and gear that we have been 

readying ourselves for this eventuality.  It 

makes us realise how lucky we were to sail 

there last year.  We will just have to try this 

again when we have more time.  The 

pressure is off now! 

Later in the afternoon, Lisa Christie rings 

back.  “We are on” – Yeah!  It is great we can 

make the most of our change of plan and 

take the opportunity to have Lisa and 

Warwick on board.  And it is fantastic they 

have organised their doggies and can join us.  

Now let’s hope that southerly comes through!

I 
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25/12/14 – Lake Macquarie 

t is a very misty morning when we surface 

on this Christmas Day.  It feels as if we 

were in Tasmania.  Mist covers the 

surrounding hills, right down to the water and 

it is a little chilly.  It is rather early, about 

6.00am, but we want to motor closer to the 

entrance while it is still. 

We discover there is a courtesy mooring in 

the lee of Pulbah Island, quickly renamed 

Poobah.  So we grab it, then it is time to see 

what Santa has dropped down the hatch.  He 

has been very generous again this year.  Wade 

got a serious fishing rod to catch bigger fish, 

with an assortment of big lures, a decent hat 

to replace the tattered one, and some shorts.  

I was very lucky and got a Canon Macro Pro 

lens, another seriously good addition to my 

photography kit.  Bengie gets a new non-skid 

bowl, which has a better chance of not getting 

kicked empty as we move around the galley.    

My first photo with the new macro has to be 

one of Bengie!  Look at those whisker pads!   

 

We enjoy some pancakes for Christmas 

breakfast, as the sun makes an appearance 

and warms up the cabin.  “Fog then fine” as 

Wade often says, and that is just what we 

have.  The day becomes hot and sunny.  We 

laze around; a few yachts come and go.  I sun 

myself in the nets for a while; Wade puts the 

toys away ready for a passage tomorrow.  We 

have frequent dips to cool down.  The change 

comes late in the afternoon.  We can hear 

rumblings in the background, a chance for 

Hocus Pocus to prove its worth with a possible 

thunderstorm. 

Later in the evening, we experience the full 

light show with some of the lightning 

appearing to make curls in the sky.  At dinner 

time, the rain starts and settles for the night.  

It is hard to sleep with the mugginess and 

heavy rain. 
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26/12/14 – Lake Macquarie to Port Stephens 

y 6.45, we leave our little bay and 

motor to the entrance.  We are 

booked in for an 8.00am bridge 

opening.  This time Wade takes us out.  Just as 

we come out a Coral Coaster Jarcat is waiting 

to get in!  It has that distinctive look… I wave 

at them and shout “we used to have one of 

them!”  Once across the Swansea Bar, we 

raise the sails and start our 40nm passage to 

Port Stephens in a light NW breeze to start 

with then ESE.  Initially we motor-sail, but 

soon the wind picks up and we sail at a good 

pace. 

It is quite scenic once we are past Newcastle; 

there are 

miles of 

dunes along 

the coastline.  

Last time we 

came up, we 

made a 

straight line 

from 

Pittwater, so 

we were 

much further 

out in the 

ocean.  But 

this time we 

are staying 

close in to 

have a better angle to the wind. 

The arrival at Port Stephens is quite 

spectacular with craggy hills, and islands 

nearby.  It is very beautiful.  We sail right to 

the entrance, then drop everything and motor 

the last little bit into Shoal Bay, the first bay 

inside the natural harbour.  We are lucky 

enough to pick up a courtesy mooring.  It is 

just after 3pm when we are all tied up and 

settled. 

Shoal Bay is a busy bay with lots of yachts.  It 

is time to go ashore, get rid of our rubbish and 

pick up a few supplies.  This place is so busy in 

the sunshine!  Cars are everywhere, people 

are sunning themselves on the beach, boats 

coming and going.  It is a bit of a shock to the 

system.  We have an early dinner of fish and 

chips then return on board.  Not long after the 

sky becomes grey, the wind picks up and we 

are getting serious yanks on the mooring line, 

jerking the boat around.  Hope it does not 

start raining again, especially with our friends 

joining us tomorrow.  They have a three hour 

drive from Port Macquarie, something we did 

not realise!  But they are keen, so quite happy 

to do it. 

 

We settle for the night and watch a DVD: 

“South Solitary”, about the life of lighthouse 

keepers on this isolated island with such an 

apt name, off the coast of northern NSW.  It is 

actually a group of islands now declared a 

refuge or sanctuary zone.  You can’t anchor in 

the sanctuary zones, to protect the fragile 

corals.  We will have an opportunity to look at 

these islands next summer when we bring TIE 

back from Yeppoon. 
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27/12/14 – Pt Stephens to Broughton Islands 

t 9.30am we get a text: “Just arrived, 

we can see you.”  Lisa and Warrick 

have made good time on their three 

hour drive from Port Macquarie.  It is very 

exciting and we go and pick them up in the 

dinghy. 

 

The weather is not the best: very overcast, 

but it does not matter too much.  We give the 

guys the grand tour and briefing on how 

things work on board.  They organise 

themselves in their cabin and we are off 

to Broughton Island, 6 miles north of 

Port Stephens.   

It is always fun to see people’s reaction 

when we raise the sails, turn the engines 

off, and accelerate away, silently.  And it 

is indeed a nice feeling.  We are on a 

close reach so the ride is not totally 

smooth, but you feel like you are really 

sailing.  We reach Broughton Island 

within an hour, but decide to do a 

circumnavigation, to check out the 

surroundings.  As we round the island and 

have the wind on our stern, the breeze drops 

and we wallow uncomfortably, making 

everyone feel a bit green.  Out come the 

biscuits and water, to keep stomachs under 

control and we turn the engines on to get out 

of the area quickly.  There are a few reefs and 

islets to negotiate then we are back on the 

southern side and go and anchor in the 

middle of Coleshaft Bay in the company of 

two motor-cruisers. 

A ploughman’s lunch is the perfect fare to 

settle our stomachs and celebrate our arrival.  

Lisa and Warrick have brought lots of goodies 

from their property and nearby growers, so it 

is a real treat. 

It is then time to blow up the kayaks.  Lisa and 

I go for a paddle around the bay and explore 

the caves.  Meanwhile the boys are fishing at 

the back of the boat and manage to catch 

what we initially thought was a leather jacket, 

but turns out to be a Smooth Boxfish.  It is an 

interesting fish with brown spots and a blue-

green eye ring and an odd looking carapace   

over most of its body.  We have never seen 

anything like this before.  It is not good eating, 

but the boys use it to bait the crab traps 

which they dump around the reef on the 

eastern side of the bay. 

 

It is all good fun.  It is lovely introducing the 

guys to our life aboard.  Dinner is sumptuous 

with trout patties Lisa made, a lovely salad, 

nice wine and good company.  A few more 

yachts and power boats have come in.  It is 

getting cosy in this little bay!  We even watch 

Aquila, a monohull which was at Lord Howe 

lagoon last year, come in and anchor next to 

us. 
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28/12/14 – Broughton Islands 

fter sleeping like logs, rocked by the 

gentle sway of the boat, our guests 

are up early, before us… fishing 

already.  Makes us laugh!  It is a grey morning, 

but we manage to sip our coffees and teas out 

on deck before the rain starts.  It is a nice 

peaceful feel, just really pleasant. It is special 

when we can see our friends are relishing the 

experience.   

 

Waz treats us to bacon and scrambled eggs 

from their hens, as the rain starts.  We have 

set up the rain cover to shelter the cockpit 

and keep it reasonably dry.  It is not cold, just 

soggy.  But that does 

not deter us; we get 

our snorkelling gear 

ready, put our 

wetsuits on, hop into 

Peasy, then anchor 

the dinghy near some 

reef to go and 

explore.  Over the 

edge we go and the 

four of us have a 

wander around.  There is lots of beautiful 

kelp.  It is gorgeous to see it sway back and 

forth in the tide, in rusts, greens and yellows – 

very textural too.  There are a few small 

fishes, lots of urchins and sea snails.   

 

We see a lime green moray eel.  On the way 

back we check the pots.  There is one brown 

eel in there – yuk – let’s get rid of that!  

Nothing else of interest, so back in the water 

the pots go.  We later discover the brown eel 

was a juvenile moray eel.  

After a while we all get a little chilly even in 

our wetsuits.  The re-entry into Peasy is easy, 

if lacking in elegance.  We get back onto TIE, 

struggle out of our wetsuits, dribble 

in the cockpit, full of laughter and a 

bit giddy from the effort.  It is soups 

all round to warm up, then a late 

lunch.  Later in the afternoon, we go 

back for a paddle on the banana 

boats, the boys fish, trying to catch 

three king fishes lurking under the 

bridge deck, to no avail.  We spend 

the rest of the afternoon chatting, 

playing with photos, listening to 

music, plotting Lisa’s next series of 

paintings: colourful flamingos… very 

relaxing.  Our respective “Bucket’s Lists” are 

the favoured topic of conversation for a while.  

Dinner is again a sumptuous meal: T bones 

steak from Waz and Lisa’s own cattle and 

fresh vegies, nice red wine, lots of talking and 

laughing. 

We are 

keeping an 

eye on the 

yachts and 

cruisers 

around us.  

We have now 

counted 6 

yachts, 3 

catamarans and 6 cruisers.  That is a record 

for us! 
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29/12/14 – Broughton Islands to Pt Stephens 

he weather is clearer this morning, no 

rain, and the sun is coming up.  It is my 

turn to treat everybody for breakfast 

with French crepes.  We pig out with jam and 

cream, except for Waz who is poo pooing 

cream and sweet flavours, and chooses 

vegemite and grated parmesan!  Sacre Bleu, 

Quelle horreur!  But each to their own. 

 

 

After breakfast, the boys discover there is a 

small shark caught on the line.  The squid we 

caught snorkelling yesterday was used for bait 

and left overnight…  There is much debate 

about what to do with the shark.  It is clearly a 

small one, a youngster.  Wade is keen to 

despatch it. “It will be such a nice feed.”  I am 

not keen on the massacre at the back of the 

sugar scoops and think we should give the 

small shark his freedom.   

 

 

We all decide we need to identify what type 

of shark it is before coming to a decision as to 

its fate.  Number of gills: 5, white belly, little 

fins underneath, shape of the tail…  It is a 

baby grey-nurse. They are protected.  Wade 

says “rats”.  I say “good – no slaughter.” It is a 

relief for most of us and Wade gets the hook 

off the side of its mouth and lets him go.  He 

slowly swims away. 

 

 

We see a couple of turtles poke their head out 

of the water, then dive… too quick to 

photograph, but nice to see anyway. It is time 

for another snorkel, with the sunshine out, so 

lots more colours in the fishes, the corals and 

the kelp.  It is gorgeous.   

We see a few wrasses, several schools of 

darters.  Waz has the Hawaiian sling and 

keeps breaking urchins to attract lots of small 

fish and start a feeding frenzy.  It is great for 

photos. 

T 
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We get back on board, feeling chilly and tired.  

Unfortunately it is time to dry the gear, put all 

the toys away and start heading back to Port 

Stephens, in totally calm conditions.  We put 

George in charge, gather in the nets at the 

bows and enjoy the slow ride in the sunshine, 

with lovely reflections of the blue sky and 

puffy clouds in the ocean. 

 

This little escapade with our friends is over 

too quickly as we drop them back at Shoal Bay 

by 2pm.  They could quite easily linger on, but 

need to return to their puppies, Bindi and 

Rusty, who have been looked after by friends 

of theirs. 

While Waz and Lisa start their 3 hour drive 

home to Port Macquarie, we head for Nelson 

Bay to do a mega load of washing.  It is nearly 

6pm by the time we are back on board with 

clean sheets, towels and clothes and return to 

Shoal Bay for the night.  It is burning hot and 

we feel rather sun drenched and salty.  It’s 

time for a fresh water shower and shampoo. 

This has been a delightful three days, a real 

highlight.  It is such a pleasure to introduce 

friends to sailing and Take It Easy, 

and share happy, simple moments 

together.  It was nice for me to 

introduce Lisa & Warrick to Wade, to 

see them all get on well and feel at 

ease in each other’s company.  What 

a lovely way to mark the half way 

point for our cruise. 

We may be here for a day or two 

more, as a Southerly is blowing.  We 

will see what the forecast looks like 

tomorrow. 
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30/12/14 – Port Stephens 

e are on a courtesy mooring, not 

far from the boat ramp and this 

means traffic… early… and 

wakes… and noise!  It is 5.30am when the 

sound of engines and the boat’s movement 

wakes us up.  We are cuddling up to each 

other and the shaking up and down is so bad 

that I think ‘are we being naughty here?’ 

 

 

 

After this early morning wake up we get up, 

have breakfast, then dinghy ashore for a walk 

up Tomaree Head, which is the southern 

headland at the entrance of Port Stephens.  

It is a beautiful walk with Word War II gun 

emplacements low down, which guarded the 

entrance of the natural harbour.  As you climb 

up, you overlook busy Shoal Bay and discover 

the extent of Port 

Stephens waters.  It 

is actually larger in 

area than Sydney 

Harbour.  Once we 

reach the summit, 

the ocean side 

views open up also.  

We can see 

Cabbage Tree 

Island to the north, 

with Broughton 

Islands looking 

faint in the 

distance like a 

Chinese 

watercolour, and 

to the south, the 

beautiful ocean 

beaches of Zenith, 

Wreck and Box 

Beach, then Fingal 

Bay, with the sand 

spit linking the 

headland and small 

island of Point 

Stephens where 

the lighthouse is.  

There are gorgeous 

aqua colours close 

in. 

The views are 

stunning, but you can see how busy this 

region is, with many white wakes criss-
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crossing the turquoise waters, even outside 

the heads.  This would be a nice area to 

explore outside the silly season, but much 

more crowded 

than we are 

used to. 

After our walk, 

we have a dip, 

some lunch, 

then I prepare 

our photos and 

writing for our 

next post.  As 

usual this takes 

a couple of 

hours, but we 

are rewarded 

with lots of early 

comments and 

likes… always a good sign people are enjoying 

the updates, especially the photos.  After that 

it is time to make a loaf of bread, since what is 

left of the commercial loaf has gone mouldy! 

We are invited on board Phluid, a Fusion cat 

moored next to us, for sundowners.  It is 

always fun to meet other cat cruisers and 

have a sticky at their boatie.  Russ and Louise 

are based in Lake Macquarie, cruise seven 

months of the year along the East Coast and 

are interesting to talk to. 

 

Their set up is a bit different to ours: roomy 

cockpit and saloon with galley up, two nice 

bathrooms, much better than ours, and three 

cabins – two queens and one double, but all 

requiring climbing 

over your partner.  It 

is always a 

compromise, but this 

would be a fast 

catamaran and very 

comfortable. 

Tomorrow, we will 

escape out of the 

busy bay and try our 

luck outside the 

heads: either 

Providence Bay at the 

north headland of 

Yacaaba Head, or at 

the sand spit next to Point Stephens Island on 

the southern side. 
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31/12/14 – Fingal Bay 

t is New Year’s Eve, and given how 

crowded Shoal Bay gets, we have decided 

to move out and go to the tidal sand bar 

connecting the main land to Point Stephens 

Island.  When we get there, it is not as 

protected as we expected, but on the 

southern side of the sand spit, in Fingal Bay, 

the water looks flatter.  So we round Point 

Stephens Island and go and anchor in one of 

our favourite spots, all on our lonesome for 

now.  Gorgeous!  The only sounds are the 

cicadas and the slapping of the water against 

the rocks.  So much better than having to 

listen to skidoos and speed boats! 

 

 

 

In the afternoon, we dinghy ashore and walk 

to the lighthouse.  It is a shady path through 

paperbarks and banksia trees.  We see a few 

large butterflies, mainly black with a little 

white, and a hint of yellow, slowly fluttering. 

The white lighthouse is plain looking, just 

highlighted by a bright strip of blue around 

the base and on the steps leading to the door.  

The nearby lighthouse keeper’s quarters have 

been destroyed by a fire lit by vandals in 

1991.  Only the sand stone walls and window 

openings remain, as an empty shell, but the 

roof is gone.  It is a shame it has not been 

restored.  Cyclone fencing now surrounds the 

building, deterring further offenses but giving 

it an abandoned, derelict feel. 

When we get back to the boat, the tide has 

come in and there is a bit of swell in the bay.  

The northerly is now settled and we are lying 

properly, bow towards the spit.  At high tide 

waves from both Fingal Bay and the northern 

side of the sand spit crash against one 

another and swell rocks the boat.  We read 

that the sand spit is called a “tombolo”, a 

“deposition landform in which an island is 

attached to the mainland by a narrow piece of 

land such as a spit or bar.”  It can dry at low 

tide and people can walk across, but there are 

signs warning of the dangers of attempting 

the crossing when water covers the sand bar. 

Amazingly, we are on our own: no other boat, 

no one on the island, and no tourists able to 

come across the tombolo anymore.  Bliss!  We 

spend New Year’s Eve in peace and quiet, 

except for the sound of Ampy whizzing 

around and the waves crashing on the 

sandbar.  After spending days in crowded 

anchorages, this place feels just right for us 

and a fitting way to end the year.  We 

celebrate quietly with a bottle of Pinot Noir 

Chardonnay as the night envelops us.   

I 
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We reflect on the year that has been: 

 We came back from Lord Howe, full of 

joy and a sense of achievement 

 We were “attacked” by sharks at 

Elizabeth Reef, our first reef 

experience 

 We caught a tuna and ate it “sashimi” 

way 

 We discovered beautiful new 

anchorages like Bittangabee 

 We took Sue to Deal Island and got 

stuck there! 

 We started our website and 

connected with dozens of people all 

over the world 

 We went to France and spent quality 

time with my family 

 I wrote posts on sailing, photo editing 

and bird watching, enjoying the focus 

it gave my writing and photography 

 We firmed up on our dream to live 

aboard TIE, continuing to equip her 

for long term cruising 

 I made a difference to a few 

businesses I consulted to 

 I evolved a few client relationships 

into friendships – that is precious 

 Our pussycat turned 8, well and truly 

adult and more cautious, but a very 

important member of our family 

 I learnt a lot more about photography 

this year, such a fulfilling, creative 

outlet 

 We had sailing disasters and 

overcame them. We learnt and 

became more confident along the 

way. 

 We did not make it to Lord Howe 

again, but confirmed in our mind that 

the journey is more important than 

the destination 

 We plotted an amazing cruising 

holiday with my sister Véro 

 We shared our beautiful boat with 

friends who ‘get’ the sailing thing and 

our dream 

 Wade learnt more and more about 

boat maintenance and all it entails 

 We put work in perspective… an 

enjoyable, rewarding means to an 

end, but not the centre of our lives. 

 We firmly believe in the saying 

imprinted on the Whitehaven Beach 

image on board TIE: “Never get so 

busy making a living that you forget to 

make a life.” 

 We were lucky to live the life we 

choose and all we wish for is another 

year like this one! 
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1/1/15 – Fingal Bay to Barrenjoey 

appy New Year!  It is blowing NE for 

the first day of the year and we are 

off!  A check of the weather forecast 

confirms it is a Big Red day, with 15-20kn NE. 

Depending on how we go, we might stop at 

Lake Macquarie, or get to Barrenjoey in 

Broken Bay.  Wadie can never remember the 

name Barrenjoey and instead calls it Bobbin 

Head, which actually exists, not far from 

there.  So every time I correct him: “It is not 

Bobbin Head, it is Barrenjoey Head.  But this 

time he came up with Bobbinjoey.  We are 

getting there! 

 

We have a rollicking sail.  Initially aiming for 

Lake Macquarie, we are going so well we 

decide to change our heading slightly and 

make a straight line for Barrenjoey.   

 

 

As the day picks up, so does our speed: 7s and 

8s for the first few hours, gradually creeping 

up with peaks at over 12kn. 

We can tell we are speeding along as a pod of 

dolphins joins us and they play at our bows 

for a while.  There is a tiny baby in the pod 

shadowing his mum.  It is the smallest dolphin 

we have ever seen.  He would be less than 

50cm and it is gorgeous seeing him keeping 

up nicely.  They have so much energy! 

We are still a fair way north, but we see an 

albatross or two.  They seem to favour 

southern waters.  There are however lots of 

shearwaters, a few petrels and spectacular 

diving gannets. 

Later in the afternoon we have a chat with 

two large monos which were coming out of 

Port Stephens as we were exiting Fingal Bay.  

They went further offshore than us, but have 

now joined our heading.  One is a 16m yacht 

(52.5ft) – a monster faster than us, called 

Carabella, from Pittwater.  The other is behind 

us, called L’Amour De Ma Vie (love of my life) 

from Cronulla, not sure how big, but with a 

25m mast, probably much longer than us.  We 

find out from L’Amour De Ma Vie some useful 

information about the Port Hacking River, 

which has several arms meandering their way 

into the Royal National Park, and is worth 

visiting.  There is an overhead cable going 

across at the head of the river, at a height of 

8.6m at its lowest point.  But we are told that 

if we hug the headland where a power pole is, 

the line is much higher and we can go under it 

easily.  Our mast stands at about 17m above 

water with our aerials and Hocus Pocus, which 

Lisa renamed “the dandelion” (I thought it 

looked like a flower too, may be not as weedy 

though).  So we won’t have any problem 

fitting underneath the wire. 
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So there is a plan after Barrenjoey.  We will 

explore the Port Hacking River.  We might see 

if Sue wants to join us for a day or two.  She 

won’t be able to come for the Sydney to Lakes 

sector as she is looking after her sister’s 

doggy, but she has agreed to visit us on board 

at Bundeena.   

For now we are approaching Barrenjoey Head, 

still on spinnaker and come screaming in 

doing 12kn with peaks at 14.3kn when we 

catch a wave.  It finally slows down to a more 

manageable six knots from the entrance and 

we sock Big Red and go and anchor in the bay.  

It is 5.15 by the time we are sorted.  It is time 

to put the spinnaker away in its bag, and feed 

the pussycat second breakfast! 

That was a fantastic 80km passage which we 

did in 10 hours – an 8kn average – pretty 

good! 
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2/1/15 – Barrenjoey  

t rained and thundered during the night, 

and although overcast when we emerge, 

the day brightens up.  Unfortunately it 

means every man and their boat is out and we 

are invaded with crafts of all kinds at 

Barrenjoey.  This place is so crowded, with 

everyone so close together… We just don’t 

see the attraction of this sort of behaviour.  

Luckily the holding here is not so good, and 

the latest arrivals drag, up anchor and leave!  

The funniest thing is seeing a seaplane 

meandering through the moored yachts and 

picking up a mooring!   

 

It is a bit of a nothing day.  It is lightly 

southerly which means we are waiting here 

till the breeze returns to the north, hopefully 

tonight.  We will escape from here tomorrow 

and head for Jibbon Beach or Bundeena.  We 

might be able to go for that walk around the 

National Park we keep meaning to do. 

“Second Wind”, a steel mono we met at Wyee 

Bay in Lake Macquarie, has anchored next to 

us.  These guys, Steve and Sylvie, are looking 

at selling their yacht and buying a catamaran, 

so are quite keen to look inside ours.   

 

We invite them over for sundowners.  They 

have met Peter Snell when he was building his 

Sarah and so have an idea of the layout, but 

ours is the first Easy they will see on the 

inside. 

Our hot and muggy day becomes dull and 

grey by the middle of the afternoon and with 

a bit of computer work needed for both of us, 

we turn the generator on.  Normally, the 

noise would be seen as anti-social, but with 

sea planes taking off regularly and jet skis 

going past, it seems rather insignificant! 

Our sundowner with Sylvie and Steve is fun 

and we hope informative 

for them.  He is a 

carpenter and both are 

experienced at 

renovating boats, so 

quite prepared to devote 

two or three years full 

time building an Easy, or 

preferably buying a 

second hand cat, so they 

can have fun earlier.  We 

give them the run down, 

warts and all, but in all 

fairness, there are not 

too many negatives! 

There are a couple of nice surprises in 

meeting them too.  They are very experienced 

sailors, having done a circumnavigation and 

along the way met Mike and Elisa on Galactic, 

the monohull from Kodiak - Alaska, we were 

with in Port Davies.  Cruising is a small world.  

And the biggest surprise of all, Sylvie is 

French!  As soon as we realised, we both 

launched into French and had great fun 

chatting in our native tongue, throwing the 

odd English word when we could not 

remember how to say it “en français.” 
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3/1/15 – Barrenjoey to Jibbon Beach 

arrenjoey on a Saturday in the festive 

season is not a place for peace and 

quiet.  Water traffic starts early with 

wakes rocking the boat by 6.30am.  I check my 

emails and decide to prepare photos I took on 

sunset of Second Wind and of Steve and their 

little dog Fitzroy going ashore in their dinghy.  

By the time I have shrunk them and emailed 

them to the guys, I feel decidedly yucky.  

Computer work at the navigation table when 

TIE is rolling is the perfect recipe for sea 

sickness!  Sure enough, I go and stare at the 

loo a few times.  Sick at anchor… pathetic! 

 

 

 

We raise anchor at about 10.45 and slowly 

head out, bound for Port Hacking.  It is slow 

going to begin with, under main and jib.  We 

stooge along, still managing to pass a few 

yachts.  Only one big mono with go faster race 

sails is catching up to us.  We see him gaining 

on other yachts we passed, and we are next 

on his radar.   

In fact as he closes in, he looks like he is trying 

to ram our backside.  “What the… he is trying 

to do?”  As he passes within a few meters, I 

am ready to give him an earful.  “You like it 

close, don’t you” and he responds “we meet 

again Take It Easy, this is Carabella; 

how was Barrenjoey?”  Ah, OK, 

that is the 16.5m monster from 

two days ago.  That makes it 

acceptable – just.  He wanted a 

sticky beak.  He is going back to 

work on Monday… going home 

today.  That will teach him for 

tailgating! 

Just after Carabella passes us, the 

breeze is a bit more NE, on our 

back quarter, and we launch Big 

Red for a bit of grunt.  The breeze 

slowly picks up as we pass Sydney Heads and 

our speed improves from 5s to 7s and 8s.  It is 

much better!  It is a cruisy sail in 

light conditions… very pleasant!  I 

decide to go and sit in the nets, in 

the shade of Big Red, enjoying the 

breeze without the burning sun.   

All of a sudden a sightseeing 

charter boat full of tourists makes 

a detour and decides to cut right in 

front of our bow, and drive around 

us.  For a start it is poor form; you 

don’t cut across somebody’s bow, 

especially so close.  You pass at 

their stern.  But on top of it all, it 
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wakes us so badly that three successive waves 

come splashing through the nets, drenching 

me, my clothes and my towel… Bastards!  All 

this for a sticky beak! 

Once past Sydney Heads, the water traffic 

decreases.  There are two things to be said 

about NSW cruising in summer, it is warm, 

which is very pleasant, but it is crowded, 

which we really dislike.  The coast North of 

Sydney to Broken Bay is unquestionably the 

most sailed section of NSW by recreational 

and charter boats.  Give us Tassie and the 

deserted Bass Strait Islands any time! 

Our spinnaker run continues without further 

close encounters.  Going under Big Red in light 

conditions is a very relaxing way to sail.  

George does an OK job.  As long as the swell is 

small, he keeps a reasonable heading without 

wild meanders.  We might however need to 

investigate a more powerful auto helm as the 

last thing you want on a long passage is to 

have to hand-steer for hours on end because 

the autopilot does not cope with the 

conditions.  As we approach Port Hacking and 

alter our heading, the breeze is on the wrong 

side for the way we have set up the spinnaker.  

We hand steer to ensure the kite does not 

shift to port and collapse.  I am at the tiller at 

first, then Wade takes over as he is intent on 

sailing TIE right in to the beach!  

We make it all the way into Jibbon Beach 

under spinnaker, and drop it just inside the 

little bay.  That would have been quite a 

spectacle for the tourists on the beach and 

the 15 boats anchored in there!  It was a bit of 

a thrill for us too, although I was not 

convinced of the wisdom of doing this… 

Tempting fate – and in ill-fated Jibbon Beach 

of all places! 

It is 4.45pm by the time we are settled, just in 

time for Bengie’s second breakfast!  A 6 hour 

trip at about 6kn average – a little slow but 

very enjoyable.  After a well-earned swim, I 

prepare a post and schedule it for tomorrow 

morning.  It is a quick task this time as I ear 

marked photos and made some notes along 

the way. 
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Sunday 4/1/15 – Jibbon Beach 

right sunny day this morning!  The bay 

and the beach will again be very busy.  

It is 9.00am.  Already 12 yachts are 

anchored or moored and people are claiming 

their patch of sand on the beach. 

We are doing a few chores: boat tidy up, 

spinnaker repair and laundry, so the 

generator is on, and everything that needs 

charging is plugged in: phones, cameras, 

laptops!   

Yesterday we noticed a small tear in Big Red – 

nothing major, but better to attend to it since 

this is the sail we use most on our descent 

South.  We take a while to find the offending 

patch as we lay the corner of the sail in the 

cockpit, but eventually locate it and put a 

small strip of red 

sticky back on 

both sides of the 

sail.  With so much 

use, Big Red is 

showing its age 

and we may soon 

have to replace it, 

but for now it 

serves us well.  

Once all the work 

is done, we turn 

Take It Easy into a 

Chinese laundry 

and go for a loop 

walk.  Jibbon 

Beach is backed by 

the bush land of the Royal National Park 

through which there are many walking tracks. 

We choose to do a longer walk to get away 

from the crowds and explore.  It takes us from 

Jibbon Beach, up to the aboriginal engravings 

site of Djeeban, along the cliffs, then inland to 

the back of Bundeena and back down the hill 

to our beach.  It is a very hot and sweaty walk 

in the burning sun, and it takes us four hours, 

not because it is that long, but because I took 

my macro lens and kept stopping for shots of 

banksias, tea tree and wild flowers, and made 

Wade wait or spot colourful subjects.  It is 

fantastic to see the details of plants you don’t 

really notice with the naked eye.  I am very 

impressed with the lens: crystal clear shots 

even in the breeze without a tripod.   

The aboriginal rock engravings were 

interesting.  Apparently they were common 

form of art work in the Sydney basin, created 

for lessons and ceremonies, boundary 

markings and showing food sources.  The 

Sydney sandstones are soft to work, but also 

easy to erode.  Over time sites are weathered 

and fill with grit, sand or lichen.   

 

Senior men from the Dharawel people 

oversee their maintenance.  There are whales, 

skates, dolphins, kangaroos and mythical 

beings.  Each figure is pecked and rubbed 

using traditional tools to create a groove 

about 10mm deep and 20mm wide. 
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When we return, we count 35 crafts anchored 

in the bay.  It is crazy.  But most of these will 

leave by the end of the afternoon.  In fact 

they might be gone earlier as a thunderstorm 

is brewing with towering cumulo-nimbus and 

very dark skies.  But we are at one end of the 

beach, in a less protected and thus less 

attractive area, with no one crowding us.  It 

just feels a bit odd to have to put bathers on 

to jump over the side or wander in the cabin, 

as people on the 

beach can peer right 

inside! 

I review my macro 

photos and am 

delighted with the 

results.  Crystal clear 

shots, despite the 

constant breeze, 

beautiful light and 

colours.  I even used 

the length to capture 

an image of a raven 

with a seed in its 

beak, just using the 

macro as a zoom lens.  The wonders of a 

sunny day and a great lens!  I can’t resist 

preparing a post on macro photography.  It 

might not be to the taste of the sailors, but 

should be of interest to the many 

photographers among our followers.   
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5/1/15 – Up the Port Hacking River 

here are only five boats in the cove 

when we wake up… Yeah!  A few 

people may well have gone back to 

work.  Shame for them, but so much better 

for us!   

Today we fill up with fresh water and briefly 

move to Bundeena, just a few minutes from 

Jibbon Beach.  This is where Sue comes to 

meet us and also where we conveniently 

replenish our fresh food supplies.  Once the 

shopping is done and Sue is settled in, we 

motor up the Port Hacking River.  We are 

hoping that being a week day, and for some 

people a return to work, it might be a little 

less crowded, but we won’t hold our breath.  

It will be nice to explore with Susie on board. 

 

We slowly motor up the Southwest Arm of 

the Port Hacking River, leaving suburbia and 

the million dollar waterside properties for the 

Royal national Park.  It is quiet and scenic, 

with just the sound of cicadas and bird songs.  

We go as far as we can up the river, and hook 

on to a courtesy mooring in the company of 

three other boats.  It is peaceful, not at all 

crowded.  We are happy with this little spot 

and after lunch inflate the kayaks.   

 

 

Sue and I have a long paddle, following the 

meanders of the narrowing river.  The banks 

are covered with oysters; the rocky shores are 

sculpted by wind and water.  There are tall 

salmon to orange coloured eucalypts: 

Angophora Coastata, also known as Sydney 

Red Gums.  These trees are stunning, shapely 

and their trunks seem like the bronzed skin of 

a human body with soft curves and rounded 

shapes.  Some of the trees have branches that 

look really gnarly and contorted into strange 

shapes.  They are magnificent eucalypts.  The 

river twists and turns for miles, getting 

shallow then deep again; eventually there are 

overhanging cliffs on one side, and then we 

come to the end, with a deep rock pool into 

which trickles a tiny stream.  Just beautiful!  

We make the return trip to Take It 

Easy and realise how far we have 

paddled, feeling a bit sore in the 

shoulders.   

We are having a little rest, gazing 

out from the cockpit when a tinny 

(aluminium runabout) comes 

charging past.  We are in a 4 knot 

speed zone, and they are doing 8 

to 10 knots.  We look at them 

thinking: “they won’t go far – 

there are sand banks.”  Sure 

enough they come to a screaming 

halt, high and dry on a sand bank, with the 

driver trying to reverse out with a spectacular 

spray of water and sand, but to no avail.  They 

are stuck.  They get out in ankle deep water 

and struggle to push the tinny back into 

reasonable depth.  We have a good chuckle!  

That will teach them! 

Later in the afternoon, Wade goes for a 

paddle and I follow, but the tide has gone 

down a lot and we can’t get very far because 

of the extent of the sand banks.  Wade has 

collected a few oysters and I too get close to 
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the edge and collect some, but manage to 

ever so gently touch the bank and put a 

puncture in the kayak!  Pshoo… These oysters 

are razor sharp.  I paddle back as the back of 

my kayak slowly deflates.   We take it out of 

the water and put a patch in it… what a pain!  

I feel bad.  I should have known better! 

Having done the repair job, it is high time for a 

consolation drink and dinner.  It is a lovely 

evening in good company. 
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6/1/15 – Port Hacking River to Bundeena 

his morning we surface early.  “What 

would you like for breakfast, Sue?”  

“You can delight me with pancakes.”  

She actually means crepes – pancakes made 

the French way and eaten the Wade way, 

with jam and spray cream!  Funny enough we 

get a comment on the website from Lisa 

saying she has just made some for their 

breakfast.  It is a catchy TIE disease! 

It is a beautiful sunny day and with only one 

kayak operational (not allowed to inflate the 

repaired on for 24 hours), the three of us hop 

into Peasy and lazily motor up the river.  It is 

high tide and the stream looks very different 

at high water, but it is lovely looking at the 

gorgeous Sydney red gums and the rock 

formations effortlessly. 

We get back, Wade reads his eBook, Suzie has 

a little snooze and I decide to put my bathers 

on, hop onto the banana boat to clean TIE’s 

hulls and rub the antifoul marks off Peasy.  

After that my arms feel really heavy from the 

rubbing and holding on to the side of the 

boat!  Good exercise and Take It Easy looks 

much better without the grey dribble marks! 

After lunch, Sue and I get into the dinghy 

to go ashore for a walk and macro photo 

shoot.  We have spotted some National 

Park signs along the shore and assume 

there is a coast track.  What we do find is a 

series of camping spots, not linked to one 

another.  After anchoring in the shallows 

and wading in to avoid the oysters, we find 

a lovely grassy platform, but no track in 

any direction.  We hop back into Peasy and 

try again further along the river, where we 

have seen a sign…   Again, there is a lovely 

camping spot, but no track.  It dawns on us 

that these are just that: grassy camping spots 

for boaters in their tinnies!  So much for a 

bush walk!   

 

We return to Take It Easy, hot and bothered, 

and fall in the water for a refreshing dip. 

The rest of the afternoon is spent lazily 

reading, writing and going in and out of the 

water to cool down. 

By 5pm we slip the mooring line and head 

back to 

Bundeena to 

drop Sue off, 

then go and 

anchor at 

Jibbon Beach.  

The tide is 

extremely low 

and the passage 

between the 

sandbanks 

incredibly 

narrow.   
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7/1/15 – Bundeena to Black Point 

e are back on the move again: a 

7.15 departure from Bundeena.  

The breeze was very light to start 

with and we motor-sailed for a few hours on 

the main and jib, hugging the coast.  We 

would have been one mile out, no more, 

which gave us a chance to enjoy the 

spectacular cliffs between Port Hacking and 

Wollongong.  It also gave us the opportunity 

to check out a little nook with a sandy beach 

called Wattamoha, which is not mentioned 

anywhere in the guides, but looks very calm 

and inviting today.  It probably is not 

somewhere you would stay overnight, but 

lovely for a day trip and lunch stop if you live 

nearby.  It is half way between Bundeena and 

Garie Beach.  No road access, you can walk in 

or boat in!   

Once past Stanwell Park, we angle out and 

make a straight heading for Black Point, at the 

northern end of Seven Miles Beach, 

Shoalhaven.  By then, it is 11.30 and good 

enough for Big Red to take over.  The 

coast line changes once past Stanwell Park 

from sandstone cliffs to wooded hills and 

later green grassy slopes.  We have an 

easy sail in the sunshine in light 

conditions.  It is not until we round Black 

Head that the wind picks up!  We are 

anchored by 4.1pm, having covered 53nm 

in nine hours – a 6kn average, slow but 

steady.  

 Surprisingly there is a small township on 

the side of the hill, with double storey houses 

nearly all the way to the point.  The corner of 

the beach is busy with swimmers, sailboarders 

and even a surf boat team who sets up a buoy 

as a turning point not far from our bows.  

Great entertainment!  Take It Easy is 

obviously a novelty as swimmers make her 

their target for an out and return swim from 

the beach.  We are told we are the first ever 

yacht to anchor here for the night!  Hard to 

believe as it is well sheltered from the NE, not 

rolly and quite obvious on the chart, but we 

guess yachties prefer all weather anchorages 

to open “roadsteads”.   

It is blowing at 8pm and Ampy is producing 

some power.  Let’s hope this keeps up so the 

freezer runs.  We have really struggled with 

power despite our $6K investment.  We think 

Ampy would do well at the reef or in Tassie 

where the wind blows day and night, but in 

sheltered anchorages it does not produce any 

power and solar is the way to go.  We do think 

we have a problem with our battery bank, 

coupled with using more than we produce to 

run the fridge and freezer, and anything else 

like instruments and computers.  In other 

words we need more solar panels.  We will 

need to get things sorted before Wade takes 

the boat north for Véro and Didier’s visit.  The 

starting point will be to get the batteries 

checked, and then go from there.  I can feel 

another few thousands disappearing! 
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8/1/15 – Black Point to Wreck Bay 

t is my sister Véronique’s birthday today 

and I have scheduled a Bird Photo post 

dedicated to her with my favourite sea 

bird: the white tern.  I hope she will like it.  

Our followers certainly do, with lots of likes 

and comments coming through the website. 

We have a short passage planned for today: 

about 30nm to our intended destination of 

Wreck Bay, just past Jervis Bay.  We would like 

to stay there for a couple of nights to be able 

to enjoy this little frequented spot – another 

open anchorage.  Last year we stopped there, 

but did not go ashore and we think there 

might a nice coastal walk and shoreline to 

explore. 

We set off early – 7.15 again, as the NE is 

forecast to strengthen to 30kn by early 

afternoon, and 

we would 

rather not be 

sailing along Pt 

Perpendicular 

walls in that 

strength wind!  

It is an easy sail 

under the jib 

alone since 

with these 

conditions, 

flying Big Red 

along the 12nm 

of sheer cliffs 

would be 

tempting fate. 

On the way, we 

stop at Steamers Bay, a gorgeous deep bay at 

the southern end of the tall cliffs.  It has a 

beautiful crescent shaped sandy beach with 

turquoise water.  There are tall hills behind 

the beach and on either side.  The only access 

to this little beauty is by boat or walking from 

Jervis Bay.  We are very tempted to anchor 

here for the two days until we realise we have 

no internet coverage at all.  Needing to keep 

an eye on the weather and prepare our next 

post on the website, we decide to continue 

onto Wreck Bay. 

It is a hard slow motor around the corner and 

straight into 25kn of headwinds!  Last year we 

stayed in Mary’s Cove, but this time we find a 

little nook called Whiting Beach.  There is a 

narrow strip of sand between reefs, so it is 

tight and we initially anchor some way out, 

waiting for the low tide to see what we can do 

later.  It is 1pm by the time we are settled.  

We have some lunch then with the 

strengthening northerly and lots of power 

going in via both Ampy and the solar panels, 

we get both our computers out.  Wade does 

his BAS statement of all things; I prepare our 

next post and before we know it, it is low tide 

and we can reposition ourselves closer in, 

then have a dip in the much cooler water: 190. 

Time to throw a line in! We have kept some 

chicken that defrosted and went bad, to use 

as bait, as Waz taught us.  It is a smelly affair, 
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but the fish love it!  Wade catches two 

flatheads very quickly, one which is size, the 

other tiny so it goes back.  I try for one more 

before we have a wander ashore.  Fishing has 

been very lack lustre up to now.  We caught 

an inedible Box Fish, a protected Grey Nurse 

Shark and a couple of tiny cuttlefish we used 

as bait unsuccessfully.  No fish for dinner… 

until tonight!  And now I caught a fishy!  A 

little snapper – Yeah!  That is a first for me. 

We go ashore.  Our little cove is gorgeous and 

deep a long way in, then shallows to a hard 

sandy beach.  There are fresh water streams 

trickling from the rocks, big swamp lily 

flowers.  There is a small group of aboriginal 

teenagers fishing.  As we dinghy back we see 

one of them has caught a blue groper and 

proudly displays his catch to us.  Plenty to 

feed a family! 

This is a delightful spot.  The forecast is not 

the best for the next 

day: strong NE with 

possibly a brief swing to 

the SE, then back to NE!  

We will see what 

tomorrow brings.   

Wade has scaled and 

filleted the fish and now 

cooks it.  “Is it skin up or 

skin down first?”  This is 

the usual yearly 

question.  “I think it is 

skin up.”  
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9/1/15 – Wreck Bay 

here is a storm during the night and we 

wake up to a grey, rainy day. 

Wade tries to fish unsuccessfully.  The 

bait is awfully smelly and he decides it is 

probably too far gone to attract anything on 

the line, so overboard it goes! 

I occupy myself with crosswords, a quick edit 

for the One Four Photo Challenge, answering 

blog messages, making a bread loaf.  Then 

cabin fever sets in. 

With a forecast change to the SE and possible 

storms 

tonight, we 

decide our 

nook is a 

little too tight 

and move the 

boat to the 

adjacent 

beach.  It is 

more 

spacious, and 

will allow us 

full swing 

room without 

the risk of 

getting too 

close to 

reefs. 

Once re-anchored, we go ashore, walk along 

the beach, rock hop to stretch our legs.  We 

discover this bay is called “Summer Cloud 

Bay”.  There are a few houses at one end of 

the beach and kids are playing in the water.  

This is an aboriginal community.  Everyone is 

friendly.  They are probably a little surprised 

to see a cat anchored in their cove! 

We get back on board, there are deep 

rumblings and the sky is threatening.  The 

clouds are amazing and I take a few pictures 

of the eerie sky with a very large green patch 

surrounded by dark billowing clouds.  It 

reminds me of that picture I submitted in the 

November One Four Challenge.  But this time 

the green colour is real! 

A little later, lightning starts, then the rain.  

“Thunder and lightning, very, very 

frightening” says Wade as he drops the 

copper plate and a length or wire in the water 

and prays Hocus Pocus does its job. 

The storm is a fair way away from us, but the 

lightning show in the evening is impressive.   

 

We will have to get a dehumidifier at some 

stage, as we have discovered there is a lot of 

condensation forming on the walls of the 

hulls, anywhere below the water line.  This 

must be created by the difference between 

the ambient temperature inside the boat, 

compared to the temperature of the water.  

We have never had that happen before.  I was 

doing the dishes and noticed there were 

puddles of water on the floor… condensation 

trickling down the section of hulls between 

the bottom of the cupboards and the floor! 
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10/1/5 – Wreck Bay to Batemans Bay 

t rained on and off during the night and 

we wake up to a very soggy cockpit and 

heavy fog.  It is quite eerie and rather 

beautiful, as some of the surrounding hills 

appear like islands in the mist. 

The ocean is glassy, not a breath of wind, and 

the visibility poor, may be 100 meters to start 

with, but we need to head off to Batemans 

Bay, 50nm south, before the southerly change 

comes. 

So by 7am we raise anchor and both of us are 

keeping a keen eye on what is ahead, as it 

would be easy for tinnies or crab pot buoys to 

appear out of the fog with little warning.  It is 

quite beautiful despite the greyness: the oily 

silver sea with a slight swell, a band of white 

clouds low down along the shores, and 

distinctive Pigeon House poking its head 

above a line of darker hills in the distance.  

Very moody… sometimes the coast disappears 

all together.  There are just shades of grey. 
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We start on one engine, then two to make 

progress. By 10.30 the fog clears and by 11.30 

the wind picks up a little, enough to raise the 

sails with one engine to help keep our speed 

up.  We need to reach Batemans Bay before 

2pm. 

Along the way we see critters normally hard 

to spot when the ocean is agitated.  But in this 

glassy water, they are more noticeable: 

penguins sticking their head out, looking like 

little ducks until we get too close and they 

take a dive, a shark snaking its way right in 

front of us with its characteristic fin and tail 

out of the water, a few petrels resting on the 

surface waiting for some breeze to take off, 

another shark…   

Surprisingly, this is a pleasant passage.  We 

are seeing the ocean in a different mood. 

We arrive at the Tollgate Islands just before 

2pm.  These guard the entrance of the large 

estuary of Batemans Bay.  The Tollgates are 

wild looking, stark, massive basalt islands, 

with deep sea caves.  They look impressive, 

but we won’t anchor there as we won’t be 

protected in a SE/SW change.  But they are 

definitely on the list for light conditions in 

other wind directions.  There is not a lot of 

room for multiple yachts though and the 

water is deep: 12m+.  There is a mooring 

apparently for a dive boat.  We later find out 

that a Marine Park has been recently declared 

and the Tollgates are now a sanctuary zone: 

no anchoring, no fishing, and no taking! 

We continue on inside the bay, spot some 

nice beaches to shelter in northerly 

conditions, and end up hiding behind Snapper 

Island, another rugged basalt islet not far 

from the entrance to the Clyde River.  It is a 

quaint little island, dome shaped with gum 

trees covering its top, nearly as tall as the 

basalt cliffs. 

 

Once settled, Wade rings back his brother 

who called as were coming into the bay.  

There are in for a chat, while I check Word 

Press messages on the website.  There are a 

few comments from friends, many from 

general followers, but none from my family.  

In fact we have not heard anything from them 

at all, not even through traditional email.  So I 

will ring my parents tonight and send an email 

to Véro suggesting she checks the white terms 

post dedicated to her for her birthday! 
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We dinghy ashore, and check out our little 

islet.  No sand: just a pebble beach on our side 

and sharp basalt outcrops everywhere else.  

The rock is amazing, with folds doing big S’s 

and caves at the bottom of the folds.  This is 

quite an interesting site from a geological 

point of view.  We go back to the boat to get 

my camera, then dinghy around the island 

and I take some photos. 

By the time we get back to TIE, the wind has 

picked up and the sky looks menacing, so we 

get the clears up to shelter the cockpit from 

the likely rain.  Wade also drops the copper 

plate and wire in the water, as a 

thunderstorm is again forecast… rumblings 

can be heard in the distance!  We even set up 

the rainwater collection device. 

It is time for sundowners for us and second 

breakfast for Bengie.  No sooner are we 

settled that the heavy rain starts.  At 5pm on 

the dot, there is a lightning strike and an 

immediate loud crack that makes Bengie’s fur 

stand on end and Wade go “thunder and 

lightning, very, very frightening!”  That was… 

close… on top of the island I would say! 
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11/1/15 – Batemans Bay 

t rained and rained last night, so much so 

that our water collection device was on 

overdrive.  It filled two 20l jerry cans, then 

overflowed into the cockpit.  So much for 

keeping that dry! 

Wade poured the content of the barrels into 

the washing machine and later we switched 

the generator on and did our laundry!  Not 

the best day for drying, but the cockpit is 

covered, so we string everything up in there.  

 

 

 

It looks like we have at least two days of wet 

weather and little to no wind, so we will need 

to run the generator each day.  We can’t 

afford to let the batteries get too low or we 

will lose the frozos! 

We use the time well.  I play on the computer 

with photos and processing, write the next 

post and prepare an article for Cruising 

Helmsman.  Wade tackles the laundry, then 

reads, and plots our next adventures.  As for 

Bengie, she sleeps and 

sleeps and sleeps.  Our 

pussycat is very bored.  I 

think the boat for long 

stretches is little better 

than jail for her.  She gets 

lots of pats and attention, 

but can’t run around and 

although we play with her 

to make her chase ties and 

feathers, and jump up in 

the air, she is not getting 

anywhere near enough 

exercise. 
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12/1/15 – Batemans Bay 

t is a brighter day today, although still SE, 

but at least it has stopped raining!  We 

decide to go and stretch our legs ashore to 

avert cabin fever! 

Always thinking about improvements to our 

gear, Wade has worked out a way of making it 

easier to reset the spinnaker after we have 

jibbed.  However this requires the purchase of 

a spinnaker shackle with swivel, and a second 

length of 12ml rope – 15.5m to be exact!  And 

while we are at it, we are searching for a 

stainless steel cigarette lighter plug to replace 

the plastic one that has melted under the 

strain of charging two computers!  So we are 

on a mission to find a chandlery. 

The dinghy ride involves crossing the bar into 

the Clyde River channel to get into the town 

proper.  We nearly scare ourselves in the 

breaking waves, but Wade takes us out of the 

danger zone, ignoring the official leads.  We 

are only in a little dinghy after all!  It is a long 

ride in and we leave Peasy at the marina, 

then, following the directions given to us by 

the Harbour Master, we make the 5kms 

return trip up the hill to the chandlery.  We 

needed the exercise.  We have been very poor 

at taking long walks on this trip. 

Loaded with the loot, we make the dinghy trip 

back through the bar – uneventful.  We got 

off lightly and reasonably dry! 

In the afternoon, while Wade fixes the 

cigarette lighter, tidies up the toy cupboard 

and generally loiters around, I translate our 

10th post into French for my folks.  I finally 

received a long email from them saying they 

found the website posts too impersonal and 

too hard for them.  They much preferred the 

emails of previous years (in English and sent 

to 30 people).  I don’t quite get it, but that is 

OK.  I suspect the Google translation is very 

approximate and the broken French frustrates 

them.  I also think their old XP laptop just 

does not cope with a modern website and lots 

of pictures.  Anyway, now at least I know and 

can do something about it.  I just wish they 

had sent me an email much earlier!  So after 

all that, the translation and typing killed a 

couple of hours this afternoon.   

Now they will be able to read the text in 

French and go on the website to view the 

photos.  Hopefully we will get some feedback.  

This is actually one thing I have found a little 

disappointing with our family and some of our 

friends… the lack of communication!  It is all a 

bit too one sided!  We post photos and 

updates into a vacuum it seems sometimes. 

Before sundowners, we have a much needed 

fresh water shower at the back of the boat.  

Having not been in the ocean for a few days 

with the rain, it is amazing to notice the 

difference in temperature of the water here, 

compared to Wreck Bay:  about 220 here, but 

tea stained, probably from the Clyde River.  It 

will be nice to move tomorrow morning 

though; we are a bit over this spot!  … Actually 

make that ‘a lot’ over this spot! 
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13/1/15 – Batemans Bay 

oday we leave our quaint little island to 

check out the northern coves of 

Batemans Bay, since the wind is 

shifting to a NE.  It is good to be on the move 

again, even if we are not going very far.  We 

check out a small cove just east of Chain Bay.  

It is a deep U bordered on both sides by reef.  

But as we come right in, it is obvious the 

bottom is rocky as the chart plotter displays a 

very uneven line and the depth sounder 

jumps erratically from 5 to 7 to 6 meters. We 

have an uneasy feeling and decide to go and 

anchor in Chain Bay.  Yesterday, when we 

were chatting with the marina Harbour 

Master, he told us of a catamaran called Terre 

Océane, which came to grief in that cove we 

explored, dragged and ended up on the rocks.  

We saw the damage since that cat was on the 

dry in the shipyard, its mini keel ripped out 

and with deep scratches on the bottom of the 

hulls where it rubbed against the sharp basalt.  

It would be so scary to have that happening 

and be hopelessly caught out, crunching 

yourself against the unforgiving reef! 

So Chain Bay, here we come, with its broad 

beach and sandy bottom.  We anchor safely 

and go ashore for a long walk back towards 

that ill-fated cove with no name, and the one 

next to it.  I am armed with my macro lens, so 

it is a slow stroll, but very pleasant.  Seashells, 

seaweed, flowers and weeds are fascinating 

up close.  It is an absorbing activity to be able 

to reach into the inner world of plants and 

take images that are not easily visible to the 

naked eye.  I walk around, frequently stopping 

and looking through the lens.  “Wow, this is 

amazing!  Have a look at that, Wadie!”  I think 

he is pleased I enjoy my Christmas present, 

but wishes I would move along a bit faster! 
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After all this beauty, when we come back to 

the boat, we are surrounded by loud jet skis.  I 

decide in all my wisdom that jet skis should be 

banned from beaches – particularly the ones 

we are anchored in.  They are noisy, make 

wakes, particularly when the hoons who drive 

them think it is fun to do wheelies around our 

boat.  Ban these horrible dirt bikes on water!  

As I see the 4WD and trailer come down on 

the beach to pick up the jet ski, I say “good 

riddance!” 
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14/1/15 – Batemans Bay to Broulee Bay 

t is sunny today, but the wind will shift 

southerly in the afternoon, so we leave 

Batemans Bay at last, and do a quick hop 

around the corner to Barlings Beach in 

Broulee Bay.  We will only be here for part of 

the day, till the change comes, then we will 

cross to the other side of the bay, to our usual 

little corner behind Broulee Island. 

The weather has been very fickle, with swift 

changes of wind direction, making it a bit 

awkward to make progress down the coast. 

 

Barlings Beach is a nice little spot sheltered 

from the swell by a large island reef.  There 

are a few holiday makers set up on the beach 

with their sun shelters, but no other boat, and 

no obnoxious jet skis. It is quite hot today and 

the water is inviting at 21.60, so over the side 

we go! 

Wade has another Mr Fix It job to do.  This 

morning he went ashore in the dinghy to get 

rid of our rubbish and fill up a jerry can of 

water.  On the way back, the engine’s pull 

start cord got jammed and he had to row 

back.   

 

So he is going to try and fix this whilst we are 

here.  Otherwise we will just have to use the 

oars whenever we want to go ashore and get 

the dinghy engine attended to when we get 

back. 

Mr Fix It comes to the rescue again, with the 

engine propped up on the back of the helm 

seat – we should have thought of that last 

time!  He inspects the mechanism, fiddles 

with a couple of bent bits, puts it back 

together again and bingo, the thing starts 

again!  Very handy, that man of mine! 

The job done, we jump 

in the water and swim 

to Barlings Island.  It 

looks so close from the 

boat, but it is a fair 

swim to reach it!  We 

then attempt a walk 

right around, 

scrambling along the 

sharp rocks on the 

perimeter of the 

island.  We nearly 

make it all the way, but 

there are a few big 

gaps where the tide 

surges and we don’t fancy wading in the 

water in between the jagged rocks, so back 

track.  The geology around this area and 

Batemans Bay is similar and really interesting.  

The rocks, headlands and islands appear to be 

made of a mix of basalt, and razor back ridges 

of ironstone.  They display complicated fault 

lines and folded strata with rugged outlines.  

There are jagged tidal platforms, stacks, and 

shingle beaches.  Joint lines run in every 

direction and at every angle, and there are 

many sea caves.  These are apparently 

“Cambrian Wagonga Bedrock”, dating back 

500 million years!  There are also layers of 

chert (sedimentary rock) and slate.   

I 
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After our walk and swim, we are ravenous and 

tired.  Our lunch of leftover chicken potato 

and egg dish hits the spot and we then both 

collapse for a little snooze! 

It is then time to motor across the bay to 

Broulee Island, where we will spend the night.  

By 5pm, exactly as forecast, the southerly 

change comes, bringing a much welcome drop 

in temperature.  We are reasonably 

comfortable, although the NE swell is coming 

right in and we are rocking a fair bit.  Having 

now stayed at both ends of the bay, we 

declare Barlings Beach the better anchorage 

of the two. 
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15/1/15 – Broulee Bay 

t is a bright sunny day when we surface 

this morning and the swell has abated.  All 

is calm at Broulee Island!  We decide to 

dinghy ashore for a long walk towards the 

other end of Broulee Bay, over the headland 

and to the mouth of the Tomaga River. 

This is when we discover yet another problem 

with the dinghy engine.  The carburettor is 

working, the pull cord is working, the engine 

starts, but now it just does not go anywhere.  

The clutch does not seem to engage!  More 

work for Mr Fix It… later… We use the oars for 

now and row ashore.  When I say we, I mean 

strong boy Wadie!  It is not far – or so we 

think – further than it looks though! 

Our long stroll to Mossy Point at the mouth of 

the river confirms what we saw on the chart; 

far too shallow to bring TIE in there, but it is 

fun to have a look and we take the rock 

hopping way back.  We are glad we have done 

this as the rock formations are again 

intriguing: a mix of ironstone ridge lines, 

basalt and softer sandstone with honeycomb 

shapes and long gutter-like strips along sharp 

outcrops that jot out in all directions.  This 

region has such a fascinating geology.  We are 

gone for a few hours, a nice physically active 

way to spend the morning. 

Once back on board, we grab some lunch – I 

made my best ever bread loaf a day ago and 

we enjoy the lightness of it.  I haven’t made a 

“pudding” this year, much to Wade’s 

disappointment.  But I think he secretly likes 

the lighter version better!  After that, Wade 

tackles the dinghy engine, while I prepare our 

next post: Coastal Wanderings, and then 

translate it for my folks.  Whereas we thought 

our Peasy problems were due to the clutch 

not engaging, it is in fact a broken shear pin in 

the propeller… much easier to address!   

 

So Mr Fix It comes to the rescue again.  What 

a hero! 

The wind keeps switching around.  We are 

facing East now, which is quite comfortable as 

we face what little swell there is, but so fickle!  

Tomorrow we have decided to leave early and 

go to the Moruya River, while the tide is high 

and the breeze is light.  Going up a river in the 

big boat will be a first for us. 
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16/1/15 – Broulee Bay to the Moruya River 

e get up at the ungodly hour of 

5.00am to get to the Moruya bar 

by 6.00am at the end of the rising 

tide.  It is a narrow entrance between the 

breakwater and the breaking waves.  We 

catch one of them in – always exciting – and 

in we go! 

It is a lovely time to arrive; all is quiet, the sun 

has just risen and the low sun sends beautiful 

reflections on the calm waters of the river. 

We meander our way up the river.  There are 

cows watching us – a funny sight!  We go right 

to the road bridge and tie up to a small jetty, 

much to the amazement and curiosity of a 

few locals and tourists.  I don’t think this is 

going to be a private spot!  There are 

questions being asked, people ogling inside 

the cabin from the jetty.  A guy who runs a 

fishing charter is worried we are taking too 

much room.  We shuffle as far as we can at 

one end of the jetty and that calms him down.  

At least it will be easy for our friends to come 

on board and for us to hop out and check out 

the market tomorrow. 

 

Once all settled and the initial bunch of 

onlookers have gone, we commit to boat 

tidiness, so our abode on water looks good 

and welcoming for our friends Lyn & Baz, and 

Chris & Michelle.   

 

Just as well we did this, as a catamaran 

builder, Trevor, comes to the jetty for a 

“stalk” as he puts it.  We have a chat and he 

invites us to his coffee shop.  “Shout you a 

coffee and show you my boat.”  We enjoy a 

bit of stalking ourselves!  His 42ft Grainger is 

just about finished, and going in the water 

next month.  It is called Exhale, which is what 

Trevor and his wife Fiona will do when they 

get on it after five years of hard work!  Trevor 

comes back to drop us off and we give him 

the grand tour!  He has lots of questions 

about screechers Vs spinnakers, HF Vs sat 

phones, paper charts Vs chart plotters, 

different anchors, solar Vs wind power, etc.  

He also gives us a USB with all the paper 

charts around Australia… a very generous 

man! 

 

It is quite funny, after Trevor’s visit, two or 

three other local yachties turn up.  The word 

around town is “there is a big cat at the jetty!”  

They apparently don’t see too many visiting 

yachts here, even less so big fat cats. 

We finally extricate ourselves from the boat 

and jetty and go ashore for a wander… pick up 

a couple of supplies and find a laundromat.  

Laundry chores kill an hour or two, then we 

do another lap around Moruya. 

Soon after we have got back to the boat and I 

have had a shower, brushing my hair in the 

W 
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cockpit, another couple comes along.  “We 

have been admiring your boat.”  I start 

chatting to them and Wade later joins us after 

talking to a fisherman.  We have a good feel 

about these guys.  Funny enough they are the 

owners of an interesting caravan called “The 

Liberator”, which we happened to have a look 

at during our walk.  So we respond “fancy 

that, we have been admiring your van!”  We 

decide to invite them on board for drinks.  Jim 

and Bonnie are really interesting people and 

we hit it off!  They currently live in Bright.  

They are also sailors, and this adds to the 

commonality.  I am always amazed at how 

easily we click with some people when we 

travel, and are relaxed about new encounters.  

We make lovely connections. 
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17/1/15 – Moruya River 

ctivities start early on market day at 

Moruya.  From 6.00am we can hear 

the stall holders setting up and a few 

runabouts launching at the ramp. 

It took us for ever to fall asleep last night as 

we were listening to every noise.  We are not 

usually moored at a jetty in a strange place, 

and felt a little vulnerable.  But nothing 

untoward happened. We had been warned 

about the local indigenous population being 

rowdy at night and were advised not to leave 

the boat unattended for too long. It is 

interesting how we are both very attuned to 

the ‘normal’ range of sounds on board at 

night: the little clicking noises tiny shrimps 

make against the hulls, the fenders creaking 

against the jetty, the water lapping… So we 

were very alert to anything outside that 

range, such as someone stepping on board, or 

touching the mooring lines.  We found that 

the boisterous youth disappeared after dark 

once the floodlight on the jetty came on, and 

did not return to bother us. 

Baz arrives just before 9.00 am and we chat 

for a while till an over officious Maritime cop 

knocks on our hull from his launch.  He is 

intent on 

pinning 

something on 

us.  “Where 

is your 

Victorian 

boat 

registration?

” We don’t 

have one – we are exempt since we are an 

Australian Registered Ship!  “Why are you 

moored here?” – Because it is a public jetty.  

“But you take too much space.”  “Where is 

your dinghy registration?” – We don’t need 

one in Victoria with an engine less than 5HP.  

“You should have a name on it.” - We do, it’s 

Peasy… And on and on he goes.  Wade calmly 

responds to every one of his challenges, but I 

can feel his blood boiling!  He is respectful, 

but corrects the cop who is evidently unaware 

of some rules.  Just as well we know the 

regulations and have the paperwork to back 

us up.  After over half an hour of this, the guy 

finally gives up.  But he can’t help himself and 

warns “someone has to stay on board at all 

times”… Again we respond - this is not a 

restricted jetty, we are allowed to leave the 

boat unattended.  We hear later from another 

yachtie anchored not far from the entrance of 

the river, that the over-zealous cop had a go 

at him too.  Sounds like an attempt at revenue 

generation was being made which was not 

successful with that boatie either!  What a 

“fine” river! 

After this annoying episode, we go ashore for 

a browse through the market, to get some 

fruit and vegies.  When we get back, Chris and 

Michelle have arrived for a quick cuppa and 

hello.  It is all happening!  It is great to catch 

up with everybody. It is busy with people and 

the market till about 12.30 then everything 

gets packed up.   

Baz takes 

us for a 

drive 

around, 

and then 

gives Wade 

a fishing 

lesson.  By 

3pm he 

abandons 

us and two very sleepy yachties have a nana 

nap! 

There is not a lot of activity for the rest of the 

afternoon.  It has been hot and muggy and we 

feel rather wasted. 
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18/1/15 – Moruya River to Broulee Bay 

e are up bright and early for our 

departure out of the river.  The 

water is glassy; mist hangs over 

the river and adjoining paddocks.  It is 

absolutely dreamy as we slowly motor back to 

the mouth of the river with the sun rising… so 

serene and so breathtaking! 

It will be SE today and tomorrow, so we motor 

back to Broulee and anchor behind the island.  

Wade goes for a body-surf while I continue 

working on an article for Cruising Helmsman 

(CH).  The editor is expecting a story on Lord 

Howe Island, but I am going to surprise him 

with an article on “Ten Gems of the NSW 

Coast” instead; hope he accepts it!  Otherwise 

I will submit it to Australian Multihull World 

(AMW).  I still need to write something for 

AMW though, in case CH accepts my 

submission, as I don’t like sending the same 

story and photos to both magazines. 
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19/1/15 – Broulee Bay 

ot a lot of outside activity is planned 

for today!  The generator is on and 

we do computer work.  I fiddle with 

my two articles, Wade reads, Bengie 

alternates between grooming her fur and 

sleeping! 

However in the afternoon, Chris Guthrie, our 

catamaran building friend and his crew take 

us to Mogo, a local village famous for its craft 

shops.  It makes a nice change to go for a 

wander on land. 

We end the day with a barbecue at Chris and 

Michelle’s campsite. 
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20/1/15 – Broulee Bay to Bermagui 

ur departure for Bermagui is a drizzly 

and grey affair.  Chris and Michelle 

have decided to come on board with 

their boogie boards, and we drop them off 

once around Broulee Island at the Ocean 

Beach, for something different!  We are very 

pleased as they spot a few seals and flying 

fishes, which seem to delight Michelle. 

 

 

Once out in the open water we launch Big 

Red.  It is a slow start at the beginning, but 

our speed gradually builds up as the breeze 

picks up. 

We head to Montague Island, opposite 

Narooma.  We would have liked to anchor 

there and go ashore, but no boat is allowed.  

there, other than a couple of Charter boats 

which drop tourists off for a guided tour.  The 

island has been declared a sanctuary and is 

strictly managed.  It is quite green and 

beautiful, with large rock slabs and we are 

lucky enough to see it in the only bit of 

sunshine for the day. 

 

Baz rings us.  He can see us from where he 

works at Narooma!  We are very conspicuous 

with our big red balloon at the front!  From 

where he stands he reckons the sea is rough 

as we “disappear” from view in the troughs.  It 

is not that bad, but it is not a comfortable sea 

after many days of southerly. 

Once past Montague, we angle off to 

Bermagui and race at 9 or 10 knots speed.  

Coming in to the breakwater is a bit hairy.  It 

is narrow with a lot of waves and current.  

Then you have to slow yourself right down in 

a very short time, and come to our designated 

spot along the wharf, with the wind on our 

tail.  I don’t like it, fearing we won’t be able to 

stop, but Wade puts a stern line on as I bring 

the boat in awfully close to the wharf and we 

come to a halt!  Phew! 

 

Tying up to the wharf means paying $30 for 

the night, which entitles us to shore power 

and hot showers.  Luxury!  First hot shower 

where we don’t have to be careful with water 

and can be real wallies! 

At 7pm Baz and Lyn come and join us for fish 

and chips on board.  It is lovely to catch up 

with them both this time! 
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21/1/15 - Bermagui 

e intended to leave for 

Merimbula or Eden this morning, 

but it was bucketing down with 

rain and thunderstorms, so neither of us was 

very keen on moving. 

At about 8am, the phone rings and the Port 

people ask us to either leave or raft up to an 

old wreck of a vessel just two boats down 

from us, as a big fishing boat is coming off the 

slip and needs the spot at the end of the 

wharf.  Not fancying a motor in the rain and 

thunder, we shuffle the boat down and raft up 

with the help of a couple of people.  It is 

actually easily done with the extra pairs of 

hands. 

I spend most of the morning working on my 

two articles for CH and AMW and selecting 

photos for them.  It is a lot of work, but while 

we have unlimited power and nothing better 

to do in the foul weather, it works out well.  

My deadline for CH is next week so the job is 

done. 

By lunch time, the day improves, the sun 

comes out and it becomes very muggy.  We 

go for a walk to the Blue Pools and around the 

headland, then on our return, we visit another 

cat moored on the other side of the wharf.  It 

is a monster: a Leopard 48, weighing 20 tons.  

Trish and Andrew have just bought it… sold 

their house to move aboard!   

Take It Easy feels like a toy in comparison, and 

a little cork in the water at 4.5 tons!  It is 

funny though.  They know our boat and where 

we have sailed to, having read our articles in 

Australian Multihull World!  It is not the size 

that matters; it might be small, but it goes 

places! 

 

 

 

When we get back on board Take It Easy, 

Bengie is wandering on the deck and greets us 

happily.  She gets daring when it is all calm!  

She is peering at the old fishing boat, but not 

game to jump overboard – which is just as 

well! 

We are both wallies with water at the Fishing 

Coop’s showers.  It is such luxury to have hot 

showers and not have to worry about water 

consumption! 

Dinner is a pig out of prawns bought from the 

local fishmonger… with shells thrown over the 

side – no manners, but what a tasty feast! 
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22/1/15 – Bermagui to Merimbula 

e have a slow start today.  It is 

sunny and as soon as we surface, 

Trish and Andrew from the 

catamaran Sengo come over for a sticky beak.  

Take It Easy is certainly not as roomy as 

Sengo, nor as well finished, but it is homely 

with the golden timber and the one thing we 

can gloat about is our full island queen bed 

(they have a tapered queen bed, with the 

corners at the foot of the bed cut off)!  As we 

say to them, unless we win lottery, this is it 

for us! 

By 9.00am the northerly has picked up and we 

head off.  With the wind forecast to 

strengthen early to 25kn, we opt to sail on the 

jib alone, rather than Big Red.  We can tell we 

are getting further south as the Shy 

Albatrosses are making their appearance, 

soaring gracefully in between the swell lines, 

as are fluttering shearwaters and white chin 

petrels.  There are lots of flying fishes too, 

glistening like big dragon flies as they skim 

over the surface of the water.  Dolphins also 

join our bows briefly.  Lots of wildlife! 

 

 

 

 

 

We decide to investigate Merimbula and pull 

in by about 2.30 - not right into the river 

mouth, as there is no space inside, but just 

outside, in the shelter of Merimbula Point.  

There is hardly any movement in the water 

just west of the old Steamer Pier, but it is 

quite deep, even close to the rocks.   

We anchor in 9 meters of water and use all 

our chain.  It is a new spot for us.  It is not 

particularly private, with a few houses 

overlooking the cove, kids jumping off the pier 

and people fishing off the rocks, but it will be 

calm enough for the night. 

We will leave super early tomorrow to reach 

Bittangabee, on the southern side of Eden, 

before the wind picks up and makes the entry 

into the narrow passage impossible.  Let’s 

hope we make it in there as we would like to 

spend a few nights tucked inside on one our 

all-time favourite anchorages. 
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23/1/15 – Merimbula to Bittangabee Bay 

e get up at 5.30am and are 

underway by 6.00.  The shores are 

enveloped in mist and we watch a 

beautiful sunrise.  Dawns underway are 

always special. 

 

There is hardly any breeze, but we launch Big 

Red and slowly make our way south.  It is only 

14 miles to Eden and a further 6 to 

Bittangabee.  As we reach Twofold Bay at 

Eden, a few miles offshore, the sea becomes 

very lumpy and uncomfortable.  We are 

wallowing, doing merely 5 knots under Big 

Red.  Waves are crashing along the distinctive 

red cliffs once past Ben Boyd Tower. 

I wonder whether we will get into 

Bittangabee.  There is not much wind yet, but 

the ocean is agitated. If we can’t enter the 

small inlet between the rocky outcrops, we 

will have to keep going to Gabo Island and get 

to the Lakes before the SW change on Sunday.  

Let’s hope for the best! 

We sock Big Red and head in closer to face 

the entrance.  It is all calm in there, no swell 

rolling in, just impressive waves crashing on 

either side of the bay.  Wade takes us in.  We 

have to make a big S to pass between the 

rocks.  There are campers watching us on top 

of the cliff as we slowly creep in – no yacht in 

the open part of the bay and of course  

 

nothing around the corner in the shallow 

creek.   

 

This time around, it is much easier to come in 

as we know where to go and how to position 

ourselves.  We stay close to the rocky shore in 

the deeper part then pivot, throw the pick in 

and back ourselves uncomfortably close to 

the rock ledge where there is 2.5m of water.  

It is high tide.  The difference between high 

and low water is supposed to be 1.5m to 

1.8m.  We may well sit on the sandy bottom 

at low time.  We will see.  We draw 80cms. 
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By the time Wade has tied our stern to a 

couple of trees ashore, with the main anchor 

pulled short at the bows and the Fortress 

anchor on one side, the Marsh Anchor on the 

other (we call it the LB in memory of a 

departed dear friend), it is 10.30am – an hour 

to get organised. There is absolutely no way 

we will budge, tied up in our cat’s cradle, no 

matter what the weather!  It is quite a bit of 

work to set ourselves up like this, not 

something you want to do just for a few 

hours.  But it is Friday morning, we are here 

till Monday afternoon, when we will move 

back out to the main anchorage at high tide.  

We are totally sheltered in our little “bolt 

hole”. 

I pump up one kayak and go for a paddle to 

the beach, and then back to the other end of 

the creek, with my camera in a dry bag to take 

a few shots of our cat’s cradle, and I take my 

phone to see if there is service at the beach – 

no luck.  There will probably be at the top of 

the cliffs, right on the outside edge of the bay.  

We will have an Internet detox for a few days, 

but we do need to keep an eye on the 

forecast, so a walk with my iPhone in the 

backpack will be a good excuse to stretch our 

legs. 

 

 

 

 

We know there is a thunderstorm forecast 

later this afternoon.  We can see the clouds 

developing and can hear a few grumbles, and 

a strong SW change is coming on Sunday. 

This is so peaceful.  All we hear is the sound of 

the wind high in the trees, cicadas and bird 

songs.  This is as good as we remember it.  

Wade declares it his favourite spot.  As the 

tide ebbs and ebbs, we wonder whether we 

will stay afloat.  There is only 20cms now 

under the hulls and another hour to go before 

dead low tide! 

We walk to the shore armed with oyster 

knives for a small feed.  The oysters are small 

but so tasty!  Then it is time for a fresh water 

shower at the back. 

By 5pm the light becomes very gloomy and 

the thunder is approaching.  We put the clears 

up to shelter the cockpit.  It is very still and 

dark. 
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24/1/15 – Bittangabee Bay 

t was totally quiet last night and we wake 

up to the sound of birds singing.  It is 

however a grey day, with some showers.  

So we put the generator on for a few hours, 

charge phones, cameras and computers, and 

then set off in the dinghy.  We are going for a 

walk along the cliffs at the Southern side of 

the inlet.  We will see whether we can get 

internet coverage up there – check the 

weather and our emails on my iPhone.  We 

are not very good at “internet detox”.  We 

have become quite addicted to being able to 

check the forecast on Met Eye a few times a 

day, and for me posting and interacting with 

our followers.  We don’t get any coverage up 

there, but we do get to see a goanna! 

We set off again after lunch, this time heading 

north, for an 8kms return wander to Hegartys 

Bay.  It is a varied walk through forest, heath 

and open rock slabs of mustard and burgundy 

colours.  The track takes us right around our 

little inlet, to the entrance rock walls, and 

then it follows the cliff tops.  We are lucky to 

see several lyrebirds in the woodland, both 

males and females, and hear them imitating 

other birds.  They are very skittish though and 

hard to photograph, but what a gorgeous tail 

and amazing bird songs.  We get to hear their 

repertoire: the Whip Bird, the Kookaburra, 

the Bell Bird and others.  It is fun. 

 

 

 

 

There are lots of colourful flowers too in the 

heathland: the feathery fringe lily, the purple 

flag, the yellow everlastings (Hoary Sunray), 

the purple fan flower, the red Epacris. 
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We get to Hegartys Bay and follow the 

burgundy red cliffs around to a spot called the 

Moon Pool: a perfectly round hole in the rock, 

3 meters deep.  A nice spot for a soak at low 

tide, but it is high tide when we are there with 

waves crashing all around!  

We get back to the boat just before 5pm.  Half 

an hour later it starts to rain, so we timed our 

afternoon walk well.  We were also able to 

check the weather and download our 

messages along the way.  So we are up to 

date!  All is looking good for a Tuesday 

departure.   

A large thunderstorm descends on us at 

nightfall, complete with lightning, thunder 

claps and heavy rain.  We have had so many 

storms during this voyage! 
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25/1/15 – Bittangabee Bay 

e wake up on Sunday to bird 

songs and sunny blue skies.  There 

is a SW change due today, but we 

don’t know when as we forgot to check this 

on the BOM yesterday.  Sounds like a good 

excuse for another walk!  I would love to see 

the lyrebirds again and we thought we would 

go up the creek to some rock pools too. 

 

The wind picks up from the south in the 

morning and we go ashore before the sun 

disappears.  I am armed with my long lens, in 

the hope of capturing some photos of the 

lyrebirds.  We do see a pair scratching around 

in the woodland, but it is so hard to get a clear 

shot in the undergrowth!  So I lug the heavy 

lens, stalk the birds, but come back with no 

better image than yesterday.  Still, they are so 

rare to see, that we feel privileged to have 

observed them.  The male has two beautiful 

lyre-shaped feathers as well as wispy filament 

like feathers that create a shimmering curtain, 

while the female has a long tapering 

pheasant-like tail. Lyrebirds are described in 

the bird book as the terrestrial birds of 

paradise.  They certainly are just as elusive in 

the undergrowth as their tree top cousins are.   

 

 

 

We thought the inlet went up quite a way; but 

it narrows down quickly and turns into a 

rivulet cascading down a ferny and rocky 

gully.  The boat really is floating in the last 

broad and comparatively deep section of the 

creek. 

In the afternoon, I prepare a loaf of bread, the 

last one for this trip.  Then we sit quietly: 

Wade is reading, I am writing, Bengie is 

sleeping.  Sleeping on board is her most 

favourite activity, followed by eating, then 

rabbiting!  She will be glad to get home: trees 

to climb, grass to run around in, neighbours’ 

fences to climb over. 
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26/1/15 – Bittangabee Bay 

oday we need to extricate ourselves 

out of our little bolt hole and move to 

the main anchorage in front of the old 

storehouse at high tide.  

The move happens at lunch time.  It is a bit 

nerve racking undoing the shore lines and 

keeping the boat in the deeper part of the 

creek.  The depth sounder keeps chiming and I 

see 1.1m showing at one stage.  So it is a relief 

once we have picked up the anchor, pivoted 

and we motor out to the main bay.  But 

before anchoring there, we go right outside 

the bay until we have internet coverage and 

motor in circles whilst we check the weather, 

download our emails and I load the 

Bittangabee Magic post on our website, so I 

don’t have to worry about it tomorrow. 

Once done, we come back in and anchor in 

front of the storehouse.  It is nowhere near as 

comfortable, 

nor private 

here, as in our 

nook!  We are 

rolling from 

side to side and 

people on the 

beach are 

staring at us!  

We certainly 

would not rate 

this part of 

Bittangabee 

very highly if we had to stay here for several 

days!  Ah, the advantage of a shallow draft 

vessel! 

After lunch we go ashore for a wander along 

the cliffs on the southern side of the bay, and 

then on the woodland track in search of 

lyrebirds… No luck!  We come back through 

the campsite and discover there is a waste  

 

disposal area!  We did not know it existed.  

Very handy! 

So back at the beach, Wade hops into the 

dinghy to get our rubbish and we dump it in 

one of the large bins… perfect! 

When we get back on board, it is time to 

ready the boat for a passage: dinghy put away 

back on the davits, toy cupboard tidied up and 

secure, ropes in locker… then freshwater 

shower!  We are doing 360s around our 

anchor… sometimes facing the beach, then 

the storehouse, the nook, the ocean.  It is 

crazy.  It is as if the breeze is swirling around 

the bay and of course we are rolling a fair bit.  

Not the calmest of anchorages!  It is good in a 

way, it means other yachties might not like it 

as much! 
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27/1/15 – Bittangabee Bay to Lakes Entrance 

t is 5.30 when we get up after a restless 

night.  It must have been the anticipation 

of the passage home.  We leave 

Bittangabee just before 6am with a fiery 

sunrise, a fitting spectacle for our departure.  

We have 124nm to cover, which will probably 

take 20 hours. 

 

On the way, we do 

a slight detour to 

get close to Zitt 

Bay.  The wind is in 

the right direction 

for this site, but 

the swell is big and 

feathering waves 

crash all the way 

along the crescent 

beach and 

surrounding rock 

cliffs.  We can see 

why the headland 

is called Black 

Head, with its black basalt outcrops.  It is 

spectacular, but no beaching a dinghy in there 

today! 

We cross the border into Victoria at about 

9.30.  Cape Howe is distinctive with its high 

sand dunes.  There are lots of petrels flying 

and we see a few little penguins resting on 

the surface.  They dive under as soon as we 

get close. 

The Gabo Island lone lighthouse stands pride 

in the distance and we round it by 10.30am.   

It is such an iconic site of weather forecasts, 

marking the extremity of the East Gippsland 

Coast, but very stark in its red granite 

construction.  The ocean is peaceful and the 

breeze very lightly on our nose all morning.  

However it is not too uncomfortable.  These 

are certainly different conditions to what we 

expected.  We have very light SE instead of 

easterlies.  The engines are working hard.  We 

will probably use more petrol on this leg than 

we have for the whole trip, but we need to 

get inside the Lakes before the next big low, 

so no mucking about!  We have both engines 

going, the mainsail up for good measure and 

West we go! 
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It is rather cold.  We are rugged up: long 

pants, warm tops and sea boots!  Bengie 

snuggles on Wade’s knees at the helm seat.  

By 1pm the breeze has shifted to the NE, on 

our aft quarter, but still too light to turn both 

engines off.  So we have the main and the 

engines going, doing 5.7kn.  It is still noisy, but 

at least the conditions are not demanding.  

Boring Bass Strait instead of Boisterous Bass 

Strait! 

 

We pass Pt Hicks just after 4pm.  There is a 

raft of shearwaters and many flying right 

around the boat.  Just on cue, the breeze 

shifts easterly, right on our tail, and drizzle 

starts, but only for a short time.  By 6pm the 

breeze has picked up a bit and now from the 

SE, but still too light to use Big Red, so we 

keep going with both engines.  We just want 

to get there! 

We pass Cape Conran by 8.30pm, just on 

dusk.  It is the last lighthouse before the 

Lakes, another 35nm further.  At this rate, we 

will get there by about 2.00am! 

Wade is on watch from 8pm to 10pm, I take 

the 10 to 12 watch, and Wade has the last one 

from 12 to 2, which all works well for being up 

together to cross the bar!  It is all pretty quiet 

till the last half hour when the wind picks up 

to 15 knots from the east!  I could feel the 

change in the motion of the boat and thought: 

“That would be right – just as we want to go 

in!” 

Lining up the leads was easy with the bright 

blue lights, but we could not see the groins in 

the blinding blue glow and with the tide 

flowing in fast, we felt like we were rushing 

into total darkness, fixating on the blue light 

and hoping not to hit the wall!  A few green 

lights along that groin would 

have been useful!  So it was 

with relief that we turned into 

Flagstaff, organised ourselves 

with lines and fenders and 

came into the jetty.  In through 

the bar at 2.00am, tied up and 

ready for bed by 2.30!  Phew! 
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29/1/15 – Lakes Entrance to Paynesville 

e sleep in till 8.30 and get up to 

see on the AIS that Sengo, the big 

Leopard 48 we met in Bermagui, 

is a few miles from Lakes Entrance.   

Andrew and Trish have never been in the 

Lakes and we know they would be nervous 

about coming in, so we call them on the radio 

and have a quick chat. 

Half an hour later, we climb up to the lookout 

armed with the camera to take pictures of 

them crossing the bar.  We put on a bacon 

and eggs 

breakfast for 

the cats once 

they are tied up 

behind us.  It is 

nice to be 

together to 

celebrate their 

first time ever 

in the Lakes and 

our arrival back 

home. 

We leave 

Flagstaff late 

morning and 

have a lovely 

sail all the way 

back to Paynesville, while Sengo follows under 

motor.  They have such a tall mast they can’t 

fit under the 22.5m high power line at the 

entrance of the McMillan Channel so have to 

go around Raymond Island to tie up at the 

floating jetties.  We bring TIE in to our jetty, 

then run to the floaties to give them a hand 

tying up.  Valet parking again!  They are going 

to get used to this VIP treatment if we don’t 

watch it! 

 

 

 

In the afternoon we catch up with people: 

Keith and Dicky from our jetty, James our 

shipwright, and we manage to get the rudders 

off.  This turned out to be easier than we 

expected and James picks them up for some 

“exploratory surgery”.  We will know in a few 

days whether the bent one can be 

straightened up or needs to be remade.  

Either way, James has got the plans and the 

blades and has time to proceed with whatever 

he thinks is best, before we come out on the 

slip again on 9/2/15. 

 

We have dinner at the Boat House with Trish 

and Andrew, a lively meal full of talk about 

sailing, racing and the crazy things you do on 

boats! 
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29/1/15 - Paynesville 

t is a chores day today.  Wade lines up the 

work on the rudder, the rack for new solar 

panels, the servicing of the Honda engine 

and purchasing of spare parts.  He makes 

enquiries about solar panels, gets the 

electrician to come and check our batteries, 

cleans up the barbecue and talks to 

Galleymate about the dodgy burner.  It’s a 

simple fix: 2 new knobs are ordered!  The toy 

cupboard reorganisation is next. 

I prepare the text and photos for our final 

cruise post, translate it into French for the 

folks, prepare a couple of photo projects.  I 

then move to boat work: safety check on our 

6 PFDs, pile up four loads of laundry and 

disappear to the laundromat for a few hours. 

Although not a fun day, we were productive 

and made some progress with “the list”.  Trish 

and Andrew from Sengo dropped in the late 

afternoon, a good excuse for sundowners. 

So here is “the list” organised around repairs, 

maintenance, investigations, and purchases. 

 

Repairs 

 Rudders 

 Fix barbecue burner 

 Fix inverter plug 

 Bog and paint work on inside of 

starboard hull 

 Fix steering cable 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Maintenance 

 Rewire navigation lights and spotlight 

 Washing machine drain 

 Make engine lift system easier 

 Hang fishing rods in spare cabin 

 Replace anchor bridle 

 Replace mooring lines 

 Replace roof lining cloth in saloon 

 Finish off varnish on new cupboard 

door 

 Replace protective tubes along rigging 

 Safety check on all PFDs 

Investigations 

 Assess the state of the batteries 

 Solar panels and rack 

 Insulation for freezer 

 Honda and Yamaha manuals 

Purchases 

 New fuel bowl and start cord 

mechanism for Honda 

 Spare pins for Honda 

 Mooring lines 

 2nd Fortress anchor – FX 23 

 Lettering for tender 

 New garden lights 

 Fill gas bottles 

 New bed linen 

 New scratch pole cover for Bengie 

 More sprouting supplies 

 New Teflon sheet for BBQ 
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Friday 30/1/15 - Paynesville 

t is drizzly and windy today, not very warm 

either.  It is good in a way; we won’t miss 

out on any sailing with our rudderless cat. 

We have a few more chores again, but not too 

bad: 

 Make the beds with clean linen.  I 

hate making beds on board, so 

awkward, especially in the spare 

cabin! 

 Finish repacking the 6 PFDs.  We are 

now legal! 

 Another two loads of laundry: our 

clothes and the evil boat towels. 

 Dish washing frenzy in fresh water 

 Wade has started loading the car with 

gear we are taking back home 

tomorrow 

 The leak in the washing machine pipe 

is fixed 

 The wheel steering “clunking” noise is 

gone.  Sometimes all it takes is to 

dismantle, clean and put the thing 

back together again! 

 Steve from the shipyard comes to 

take measurements and understand 

what we want for the solar panels’ 

rack.  He will make an aluminium 

stand, which we can paint white to 

blend in with the rest of the 

scaffolding at the back! 

 The letters for Peasy are ordered.  To 

make us legal, we needed “Tender to 

Take It Easy”.  It’s all sorted. 

So we are working through our ’To do’ list 

quite quickly. 
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31/1/15 – Homeward Bound! 

e are homeward bound today.  

We have been madly tidying up 

loose ends.  There is always a lot 

to do at the conclusion of a long cruise, but it 

is also a time to reflect on the voyage.  So 

here are our thoughts on our eight week’s 

expedition.    

 

The overwhelming feel we have is that it has 

been a harder trip than usual weather wise.  

We had many storms, fickle winds, some 

rough seas and a lot of rain.  Sailing is a totally 

weather dependent activity.  You can only do 

what the weather lets you, or risk having 

passages that are uncomfortable at best and 

downright dangerous at worst.  We are in it 

for the fun, not the fright!  So we had to go 

with the flow and make decisions around the 

meteorological forecasts. 

For us this meant being flexible with not only 

our destination goal, but also our itinerary 

and pace along the way.  If you fixate on the 

destination, chances are you will get 

frustrated and won’t enjoy the ‘here and 

now’.  So although Lord Howe Island was our 

ideal plan, we had plan B, C & D in reserve! 

We focused on what we really enjoy, and 

went about looking for this wherever we 

found ourselves.  What we love is exploration, 

nature, and of course sailing, no matter what 

the destination. 

Exploration - We went searching for every 

nook and cranny from Port Stephens to 

Lakes Entrance.  We anchored in some 

coves we had never been to before, and 

spotted ones that might be useable in the 

future. We also returned to our favourites.   

 

 

Nature - A love of nature drives what we do 

on the water or on shore.  We enjoyed 

scenic wanders, snorkels, walks, and in the 

process we admired the wildlife, the birds, 

the corals and many wildflowers.  This is 

reflected in our photographs!   

Sailing - We thoroughly enjoy sailing.  We like 

downwind sled rides, using our spinnaker 

Big Red, which is our most often used sail, 

or in stronger conditions just our genoa.    

We are not averse to speed… the faster we 

can go under control, the better!  We got a 

kick blasting our speed record doing 

15.7kn on our passage from Eden to 

Broulee Bay!  But we also enjoy a gentle 

cruisy sail in the sunshine and calm 

conditions.  One of the surprises in this trip 

was a slow passage on a misty morning 

from Wreck Bay to Batemans Bay.  It was 

just dreamy and we saw the ocean and 

shores in a totally different mood to what 

we are used to.   

Another salient point about this trip was the 

amount of gear problems we had – more than 

usual!  But we managed to attend to each of 

them along the way.  This made us more 

confident that we can cope with most things 

thrown at us.  And along the way we learnt a 

thing or two.  You get a sense of achievement 

when you overcome challenges and can be 

self-sufficient.  Having a good network of 

people to talk to, who can assist in some way 

even just over the phone, is really important 

too.  We called on Peter Snell, designer of 

Easy catamarans, Chris Guthrie, friend and 

boat builder, James Frecheville, our 

shipwright… and they were a good source of 

support and ideas. 
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People sometimes ask us what makes a good 

anchorage.  For us it is about feeling safe, 

being away from crowds, being in a scenic 

cove, having things to do in the water or 

ashore to enjoy our surroundings.  The best 

anchorages for us combine all four elements.  

By far the best one during this voyage was 

Bittangabee Bay, not in the main cove, but in 

the shallow creek!  

We covered a total of 1035 nautical miles, 

which is not a huge distance in eight weeks.  

But the further you go, the less time you have 

to just relax.  Being on the move every day is 

not our idea of “taking it easy”.  So it was nice 

to be able to linger in some of the anchorages, 

and spend a few days there, even if 

sometimes that stay was enforced by poor 

weather. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

And last but not least, we like sharing our 

adventures.  So being able to invite friends on 

board for a few days here and there was a 

real treat.  We get a lot of pleasure from 

seeing others really enjoy themselves on Take 

It Easy.  And another way of taking our friends 

on a virtual voyage with us, was sharing 

photos and updates through our website as 

we were progressing along the coast.  This 

was a new thing for us, and quite enjoyable.  

We’ll just have to train a few of our friends so 

they are game enough to comment from time 

to time!   

So overall, although this expedition does not 

rate as one of our best, we had fun. 

 


